Controversy rages over Cotinseling Center
discrimination suit against the
University.
Whereas no one may be out to
get the Center strictly because of
this legal action, eliminating the
Center would be one expedient
way of eliminating a potentially
embarrassil!_g and exeensive
pr.oblem for the University.
Stevens' reason for this cutIn the past few weeks some
curious facts have emerged back is that student health will
receive no additional funding.
surrounding this proposal.
The timing of the plan to close According to Stevens,Hood House
the Center is certainly coinciden- costs the University .$370,000 antal in view of tlie ongoing J~al ac- nually and the CounseJing and
tion of Center counselors Bar- Testing Center approximately
bara Brockelman and Judy $145,000.
Stevens said this budget does
Palmer who have filed a sex

By Marion Gordon
Vice Provost of Student Affairs
Richard Stevens has submitted a
proposal which would abolish the
Counseling and Testing Center as
it now exists. The services it now
handles would be relocated to
other camous facilities, most
notably Hood H01~se.

not provide ·enough money to
"implement recommended improvements at Hood House."
Those recommendations, submitted by the Health Services Committee last year, call for : two
new doctors, a nurse practitioner, two clinical nuses and a
licensed practical nurse.
The esllmated cost tor these
improvements
is
between
·$70,000 and $100,000, according to
Stevens.
The committee also recom-

mended the .institution of a health
fee. Stevens rejected that idea.
Stevens says it is the lack of such
a health fee which will help
necessitate the proposed cutbacks.
Despite the proven usefulness
of the Center in the University
community,
Stevens
thinks
students' needs could be served
as well if not better by a new
mental hygiene program diluted
and dispersed around the camP1:1S.
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Weather
Friday: Variable cloudiness, 50s
Friday night: Cooler, 30s
Saturday: Partially cloudy, 40s

Friday. November 5, 1976
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Students propose
policy revisions

concerts

By Jennifer Grant
SCOPE(Student Committee on
Popular Entertainment)is
having problems scheduling
events at the field house, according to Rhonda Flashin,
president of SCOPE.
"The administration feels that
the field house is only for the use
of athletics but this can't be so
since there is no other place for
cultural events or students activities to take place." Flashin
said, "We have gone as far as
asking for dates one year in advance and have been refused-that's wrong. We usually have
been able to work around their
demands but they should work
around the few dates we ask for."
Greg Sanborn, director of
student activities, said, "I personally think we should have tne
field house more available to us
than itis."
"The field house's primary
purpose is as a physical
education facility, therefore
athletic events take priority over
·all other events, "safd Mike O'Neil
director of recreational activities.
According to Ian Wilson,
president of MUSO(Memorial
Union Student Organization),
there is a problem with the
scheduling procedures at the
field house. The administration
has total power in all matters
concerning scheduling of events,
with no student input, he said.
"My concern is to see student
programming organizations have
total input into the facilities that
they use. with much less administrative red tape.
.
Presidents of SCOPE and
MUSO plan to meet and propose
that a committee be formed
composed of athletic directors,
faculty,O'Neil and students to
oversee the .scheduling of the
field house and Snively Arena.

Durham, N.H.

Calendar, pass-fail

Athletics
preclude

SCOPE, page 8

The plan calls for
a
psychologist and psychiatric
social worker to operate from
Hood House for the more serious
cases, one outreach counselor in
each of the thtee residential
areas and the use of graduate
students from the counseling and
education department through
inte~hips and assistantships.
Stevens suggests there could be
counseling interns located in
various places such as the Dean
of Students office and the Career
Placement Services.
Dr. Basil Mott, dean of the
school of Health Studies, chairs

This Republican was a happy: man Tuesday evening at
the Highway Hotel in Concord, as Gov. Meldrim Thomson was elected to his third consecutive term. Reports
from Thomson's and Harry Spanos' election night
headquarters are on page 3. (Nick NoviCk photo)

By Marty Peterson
A Student Government committee studying the UNH calendar for next year has recommended students finish first semester
courses and exams before
Christmas break. This is just one
of the main problems brought out
at the protest rally of Oct. 21 that
Student Government is working
to solve.
Jim O'Neill, student caucu.,
chairman, has been working with
the Senate Executive Counsel on
the calendar issue. Last year the
University Senate voted to.return
to the traditional calendar which
means taking final exams after
Christmas vacation.
Suggestions for · an alternate
calendar include adding ten
minutes to classes and keeping
the 13 week semester. The added
ten minutes would result in five to
seven extra hours per course.
No one from Student Government would comment on the
new calendar proposal, although
President David Farnham said,
''Concerning the calendar, a new
proposal is coming out. It looks
very favorable and I'm im-

pressed with it. It will be presented within a week or so."
Student
Government
is
working on a new proposal for the
pass-fail issue to be sent to the
Committee of Academic Affairs
this week. Farnham said they are
not sure what changes they will
propose but they will probably
center around the "C" needed to
pass a pass-fail course.
Student Government Vice
President Jack Calhoun said,
"We will have two or three public
hearings next week where
students can come and voice
their concerns for or against the
Counseling and Testing Cent~r. ''
The hearings will ·be run by the
student <:ommittee organized by
Student Government. They will
make a report and give it to Vice
Provost of Student Affairs
Richard Stevens.
Calhoun said, "We can have a
more direct impact this way than
by having students on the ad-hoc
committee. When Stevens gets
the report from the ad-hoc comGOVERNMENT, page 6

Mills stresses importance of f acuity
By Rob McCormack
Umversity President Eugene·
Mills said two of his main concerns are maintaining the
University as an open platform
for the "e.Xchange of ideas" and
.:he "morale and welfare of the
faculty."
Mills told an audience of about
20 people at his second open
forum Wednesday he is committed to keeping the University free
of partisan politics.
Referring to Gov. Meldrim
Thomson's pre-election visit on
Oct. 22. Mills said, "Freedom to

speak without being shouted
down is more important to the
surviyal of the University than
parietals" and other issues.
Thomson was interrupted by
hecklers twice during his speech
and almost left the podium .
Mills said UNH was better off
iinancially than some other
colleges because it is not doing
away with tenure, sabbaticals or
fringe benefits to save money. He
said these aid to "the readiness to
work and professional excitement of the faculty." Mills
said this was more important to

him than costs to students.
One person asked Mills why he
did not make a public response to
an article in the Manchester
Union Leader by Rep. Maurice
Read which said University dorms
would turn into whorehouses
were there 24-hour visitation.
Mills said he didn't want to get
personal and does not "feel that it
is appropriate to talk about turning the University info a
whorehouse." He also said H.ead
"is sincerely interested in the
University.
"It does disturb me to hear

people speak disparagingly of the
University," said Mills. J 'Out
there is a broader problem of getting the people of the state to understand what we 're about."
Mills said the food fight at
Stillings had done more to rein- force people's "worst suspicions.
"It is very difficult for people to
understand when they hear these
accounts," he said.
Mills said the library isn't open
24 hours a day because the cost of
keeping the library open 24 hours
would not be justified by the
amount of use it got.

.--~~--~INSil)E~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----,

Natural food

Galleries

Are you sick of
greasy food, sticky
beer and heartburn?
The Common Market
on Main Street offers
a gourmet's delight of
natural foods. For
the tasty details, see
page·s.

There are two new
shows in the University
Galleries.
Japanese prints
downstairs ana works
by two professors,
Michael Mc-Connell
and Melvin Zabarsky
upstairs. See page 13.

Rams
, The Wildcat rootball
team faces the Rams
of Rhode Island
tomorrow at Cowell
Stadium as they
make their final drive
towards the Yankee
Conference championship
and
a
possible playoff bid.
See the preview on
page20.
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..----News Briefs
Hostels
For $11 (if you're 18 or over) or $5 (for those 17 and under) you
can be a member of American Youth Hostels and take advantage
of inexpensive, overnight lodging all over the world.
(There are 4,500 hostels in 50 countries operating simple overmght accomodations (usually bunks in dormitories, showers and
kitchen facilities) for as little as $1.50 to $3.50 a night.
Travelers are expected to "hostel"--hike, bicycle, canoe, ski,
etc., while visitine; a hostel. If vou like nature--kicking through
leaves, making snow angels or roasting_hot dog~ around a campfire with fellow hikers or skiers you'll probably enjoy hosteling
around Europe.
AYH 1977 Membership runs until Dec. 31 of next year.

State aid to education
The State of. New Hampshire is still last in state appropriations to higher education in the country. Per capita, the
U.S. average for state funding to higher education is $65.21. New
Hampshire is far below the average with only $27.94 spent on

education.

State appropriations for 1976-77 were $13,758,000 for the University of New Hampshire; $2,329,000 for Plymouth State College;
and $2,17'3,000 for Keene State College. This shows an increase in
funds of less than 24 per cent, which is the national average, over
the past two years.
A study of state appropriation increases over the past ten years
shows New Hampshire to be one of the lowest, along with 15 other
states, with increases under 250 per cent. The national average is
292 per cent.
-

Art exhibits ·
Paintings and sculpture by two members of the University of
New Hampshire faculty and new additions to the University's
collection of Japanese prints are on exhibit in the Art Galleries at
the Paul Creative Arts Center.
Professor Melvin Zabarsky and Assistant Professor Mic~ael
McConnell are the artists whose works are on display. Both are .
faculty members of the Art Department.
The exhibitions will be on djsplay through Dec. 16. The Univer- ·
sity Art Galleries are open Monday through Thursday, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.; Saturday and Sunday l to 5 p.m.; and they are closed
Fridays and University holidays.

Davidson lecture
The Davidson Lecture Series will present noted Swedish
diplomat, sociologist and educator Alva Myrdal in Richards
Auditorium, MurklandHall, Wednesday, Nov.10at3:30p.m.
The former Swedish ambassador and cabinet minister will
discuss "Issues of Peace and Everyday Violence." Myrdal is concerned about the economic and cultural impact of increasing
"weaponization" of our era. She has studied the problem from the
perspective of Minister for Disarmament in the Swedish goverment and chairperson of ·the United Nations Committee on
Disarmament and Development.
Myrdal has been a teacher, a college director, and chairperson
of the International Federation of Business and Professional
Women. She has authored many studies of peace and disarmament, social planning, social welfare and other issues.

UNH's freshmen
SAT scores rise
By Milly McLean

Student body president
hopefuls pledge dedication
Leocha

Wade

By Brent Macey

By Carl Heine

Anthony (Tony) Leocha is a
junior communications major at
UNH. He is a brother at SAE
fraternity and a former student
senator.
On the third floor of SAE,
Leocha lives in a tidv single room
with three tropical fish tanks and1
a parakeet named Sam.
• "I feel qualified to be president
of the student body," Leocha .

Briand Wade is running for
Student Body President. When
you enter his room in Congreve
Hall you see newspapers strewn
all around' his de$k. If you look
closer you notice the back copies
of The New Hampshire and the
Campus Journal are heavily
marked. He is trying to learn
everything about the coming
election's issues.

said. "T w;:is involvPiJ with the

student government as a
representative of Stoke for~. one
and a half years." Leocha iS not
presently a senator.
.
"I can relate to students. I've·
lived in a dorm, out of a dorm,
and am a member of the Greek
system .. (fraternity system).
"I have strong beliefs in what is
going on around here. I think
there should be a strong leader to
stand up against the status quo
(the administration), a leader.
who instead of waiting for
· policies to be passed and then
protesting, should tell the administration what it wants at the.
beginning.''
·Leoeha said, "If you want to
make changes you have to start
atthetop~" ·
·.
Leocha said he was planning on
taking only three courses next
semester to allow the time
necessary ·to be a·n "effective ·
student body president.''
The University Senate decided
last year to revert back to the .
traditional ·academic calendar
for 1977-78. -The first semester
will be interrupted by Christmas .
vacation.
Leocha said, "I would prefer to
have the calendar stay the same
as it is now."
He said, ''A change would involve working with the administration. If the calendar
reverts back to the traditional
c;alendar year then it sh~ws that
LEOCHA, page 12

W;:irle

't'ony Leocha, a candidate for
student body president, says
to make changes ''you've got
to start at the top."

Candidate Briand Wade of
Congreve Hall says he wants
to make Student Government
more accountable to the
students.

is

;:i

talL

thin.

mustachioed man who looks as
Parisian French as the silent ·
"D'.. on the end of his first name
suggests. He looks like a modern
Arimis of Musketeer fame.
"I am running to help the effec'tiveness of the Student Body
Government," said Wade. "I
'want to make the Student Body
Government more accountable to
the students," he said.
"The decision to change the
calendar was made independent
of good student body input.
"The Student Senators didn't
stand tough~ enough on that
issu~ A large segment of the
students are very unhappy with
the proposed calendar change. I
believe it is · important for the
Senate to address itself to issues
the students deem important and
not just to issues that the administration hands to the
Senate."
Wade stresses the fact that the
machinery exists for an effective
student government. ''Senators
can go back to dorm presidents
through the area president's
council meetings. The presidents
have direct contact with their
house councils. The councils are
made up of floor representatives
who are the direct link to the
students. The Senators can also
go straight to the House Councils," Wade said.
"The' recent demonstration
was a step in the right direction,"
WADE, page8

Scholastic Aptitude Test Averages
~

Math
i

Sept. 1976

National

UNHaverage

In-state

472

544

530

Out-of-state

I

567

Competition will continue to I
. 516
567
Sept. 1975
472
535
The average Scholastic Ap- grow this year because UNH no ·
titude Test (SAT) scores of this longer has to automatically ac- : _Sept. 1974
\ 480
521
563
536
year's freshmen class rose cept any New Hampshire student
significantly after a ten-year ' in the top 40 per cent of his high
572
530
481
546
Sept~ 1973
decline at UNH and other school class, according to
Savage.
colleges across the country.
Although the national SAT
"The significant thing is to look
average continued to decline, at the overall record," Savage
National ·
UNHaverage
In-state
Verbal .
Out-of-state
UNH recorded a three point in- said. "All the factors together
crease in the verbal section and a are more important than just the
431
484
Sept. 1976
475
502
nine point jump in the math sec- class rank or the SAT score.''
tion.
He said he doesn't know
434
481
Sept. 1975
470
503
The test is supposed to show the . whether SAT scores will be affecstudent's aptitude for academic ted by the new admissions policy.
444
488
Sept. 1974
477
510
work on a scale from 200 to 800, "It depends on the quantity and
according to UNH Director of quality ·of the applications. The
445
Sept. 1973
492
483
509
Admissions Eugene Savage.
more we receive the better the
The SAT increase resulted student," he said.
Compared to last year, ten per
from higher in-state scores, . Savage predicted that the
Savage said. The out-of-state number of applications would go cent more of this year's in-state
freshmen graduated in the top
average stayed at 567 for the up again this year.
two-fifths of their high school
math portion and declined one
point to 502 for the verbal part.
The increase in competition class.
The out-of-state class rank
The average in-state scores will be balanced somewhat by a
were higher because applications Board of Trustees decision to average remains stable with
Walter L. Young, a 20 year old evening. The dorm is collecting a
increased by 500 over the last two limit out-of-state enrollment to 25 about 85 per cent of the freshmen second semester freshman at memorial fund to donate to
years. This means an increase in per cent of next year's.freshmen graduating in the top two-fiftb.s of UNH, died of carbon monoxide charity.
their class.
.
poisoning last Sunday at Cardinal . Young, whose parents are
admissions competition.
class.
Savage said he didn't know why Cushing General Hospital in divorced, was a psychology
"Nationally the applications · Out-of-state enrollment has
the national averages have drop- · Brockton, Mass.
have been down," he said. "But 'been running at 29 per cent.
major. He was born in Bucyrus,
Young's father, Dr. Lewis C. Ohio and lived in Larned, KanNew Hampshire students are
Scholastic
Aptitude
Test ped over the last ten years.
Many -educators attribute the· Young, contacted Lord Hall Head sas, for ten years. Young lived in
beginning to look at their own averages for both in-state and
state university for financial out-of-state students are still decline to the larger numbers of Resident Dave Kanell last Mon- Brockton, Mass .• for six years
minority students taking the SAT day µiorning. He told Kanell his before returning to Larned in
reasons and because they can get lower than they were in 1973.
the diversification . in the - The biggest decline in UNH test and to an increase in son left a suicide note.
1975.
curriculum.
scores came between 1973 and television watching.
Young, a resident of Lord Hall,
Young is survived by his
In the last ten years the was a copy reader for The New father, his mother (Dorthy K.
"The migration into the 1974 when the math score dropsouthern part of th.e state is : ped ten points and the verbal national SAT average has fallen Hampsire and a member of the Young), two sisters (Susan and
35 points in the verbal and 20 . Lord Hall House Council.
a.nother factor," he said. "More dropped four points.
Nancy Young), and a brother
people are moving into the border
''This year's freshman class is points in the math.
Lord Hall sent flowers to (Michael Young), ~II of whom
The average high school senior Young's memorial service ·at reside- in Larned. Filneral ser~
communities
and
into better academically prepared
Rockingham county," Savagef th~n previous classes," Savage last spring scored 431 on the ver- South Congregational Church in vices were held l~st Wednesday
bal and 472 on the math section.
said.
said.
Brockton last Wednesday morning in Brockton.

UNH student dies
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Governor and Mrs. Meldrim Thomson were a happy couple as they greeted "their supporters
Tuesday night following the Governor's victory. After the applause and cheers it was back to
business as Gov. Thomson answered questions from the press.
.

Thomson's

re-election-~an

By Marion Gordon
ter and lamented the plight of
The band played ''As the Saints "Midnight Harry." ·
Go Marching In'' as Gov.
"His mother will be going back
Meldrim Thomson strolled into to work to pay for the campaign
the ballroom to greet his loya! debt," Rivard said.
supporters and an easy third
The crowd's business as usual
term victory as governor of New response to Thomson's win
Hampshire.
wasn't shared by members of the
There were no balloons or con- news media.
fetti and the band played lame
"I'm amazed that Thomson
imitations of Guy Lombardo.
won by such a percentage," said
The bright television lights and Andv SchnP.irlP.r of NP.wswPPk _
Mike Tiabbi of Channel 5 News
the presence of some of the better
known Boston TV news per- Boston said he thought it would
sonalities dominated the room for be a better race. "I guess you
most of the evening.
can't talk about spending money
Never was there ever any on education up here without
serious doubt in the crowd of sup- committing political suicide,"
porters that Thomson would win. said Taibbi.
Most stood in the glare of the
Much of the evening was spent
lights watching as the returns waiting and watching. and
from all towns in New Hampshire _ keeping track of the presidential
were printed on a full wall-size election. Chris Tsuronas of
board which slowly but surely Dover, who is of Greek descent,
filled up with yellow smiling dots joked that he would never trust a
indicating a Thomson victory.
Greek. He was referring to Harry
The revelers, mostly business Spanos.
types in somber colored suits,
"f never gave a nickel to a
grew pink-cheeked and glassy politician until Thomson," said
eyed from the smoke and glare . Tsuronas.
and liquor which flowed freely at
Tsuronas, a feisty, talkative
$1.25 a drink.
man in his fifties,says he asks for
After the tally of the Ports- no favors in return.
"I gave him 50 bucks this
mouth vote which went to Spanos,·
but by too slim a margin to mat- time," he said. "I figure he saved
ter, the Thomson victory became ·me that much with no income or
sales tax."
a fact.
Bob Rivard, a campaign · Tsuronas vehemently denounworker who put up Thomson's ced President-elect Jimmy -Carsigns in Manchester, draped ter. "He makes me sick," he said
himself around one female repor- ·as he poured himself a beer.

easy win

Tsuronas left shortly after Thomson to bask in the limelight.
Thomson gave his acceptance
"Unlike the governor I have a
speech around 11:30 p.m. He had · good opponent. He's already conseen what he came to see.
• ceded '' Cleveland said.
A voice in the crowd shouted,
'
After Thomson's speech the
"Give 'em hell Mel " as Thomson treaded ov~r th~ TV cables euphoria subsided. The band
taped to the floor on his way to played a few late numbers unaccompanied by dancers. The
the podium.
In a generous mood, Thomson. people were left to savor their
could afford to joke about being a victory and nurse hangovers the
conservative and "cautiously op- following morning.
timistic" about the outcome. The
·The news media departed as
crowd was confidently en- smoothly as they had covered tht
thusiastic. For many it seemed to story all night. Taibbi and Shelby
be a victory without the battle.
Scott of Channel 4 News in Boston
Young people were con- surveyed the scene as if it were
spicuously absent from the an everyday beat.
ballroom. James Cleveland, the
In retrospect it was as inevenwinner over Democrat Joseph tful as a weekly bridge club
Grandmaison in the Second meeting only this was an election
Congressional Distric_t, join~d night.
·

D U r h am
favors
Spanos
.

By Gary Langer
Eighty-five per cent of
Durham's 3,672 registered voters
went to the polls Tuesday. A total
of 3,122 people voted in Durham,
which ~as a current residential
population of over 15,000.
Gerald Ford polled 94 more
votes than President-elect Jimmy Carter, 1,484· to 1,390. Independent candidate Eugene
McCarthy was s.upported- by 138
Durham residents.
In the gubernatorial race,
Harry Spanos received 2,207
votes to Meldrim Thomson's 811.
Democrat Norman D'Amours,
the incumbent US Representative, received 2,090 votes. His
challenger, Republican John
Adams, garnered 629 votes from
the Durham voters.
Incumbent Democratic Councilor Dudley Dudley, a native of
Durham, polled 2,159 votes.

Chris Tsuronas donated $50 to
the winner.

Dudley was
opposed
by
Republican Vesta Roy. Roy
received 723 votes.
In the State senatorial contest,
Democrat Robert Fennelly outpolled Republican Laurence
Keenan, 1,619 votes to 1,045.
Of the 19 positions on the
Durham ballot, 15 went to
Democratic candidates. Three of
these Democrats ran on the
Republican ticket as well.
The seven Libertarian candidates· on the ballot received a
combined total of 562 votes.
Socialist Workers Presidential
candidate Peter Camejo polled
eight votes. The US Labor and
Socialist Labor presidential candidates received no votes at all.
The office of the New Hampshire Secretary of State will not
officially announce the victor on
any New Hampshire ballot until
tonight, when compilation of the
votes will be complete.

.

Spano~

& friends arigry,
sad, proud hut hopeful

Eighteen miles away in downtown Manchester Democrat
Harry Spanos gave a teary"nice try"speech to his supporters.
(Bill Kelton photo>
·
. .

By Mark Pridham
A young man with straight
brown hair nervously scribbled
numbers on the white cardboard
·blocks hastily taped against the
wall.
It was 9 p.m. at the Sheraton
Carpenter in Manchester. Portsmouth was reporting. Manchester had been lost. The
Nashua vote was disappointing.
A pretty blonde campaign
worker sipped scotch from a
plastic cup and alternated her attention between Jimmy Carter on
TV and Harry Spanos, represented by the tally cards taped in
rows against the wall.
She wore her most serious face
and-was red-eyed from the scotch
and the smoke-filled hall.
She looked at the Nashua
scores dejectedly. ''Where did all
those Republican voters come

from? Maybe we're fighting the she said, trying to convince her.wrong man - we should have got- self as well as the others around ,
. ten Loeb out of the way before we her.
went after Thomson.''
She buzzed back to the fally
She excused herself and walked sheets yelling for ·the Seacoast
off to get another scotch.
vote.
It was 11 p.m. and Carter had
The four-man band played
"Days of Wine and Roses" to ab- taken Texas. The crowd waited
sent dancers on the ballroom stubbornly for a concession
floor. The crowd huddled around speech they didn't want to hear.
Reporters scrambled about
TV sets while others scurried
madly .about with last minute under the hot stage lights,
voter tallies scribbled on pink drinking Budweisers and perspfring in their double knit suits.
papers.
A cameraman zoomed in on the
They were waitin~ for Harry.
Over by the stage, a middle- anchorman from Boston's Chan1ged woman with bleached nel 5. Standing in front of a sign
blonde hair and glasses too large reading "Decision '76--By the
for her small body nudged her People," he gave a quick report
way through the crowd with her of the news no one wanted to
believe.
pocket calculator.
" ... Governor Meldrim Thom"We're losing by 6,774 votes in
Manchester, but that's okay. We . son will be returned to a third ... ''
can afford to lose 8,000 votes," SPANOS, page9
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Alcohol abuse IS
creating
much concern on campus
By Rob McCormack
Alcohol use is a growing
problem on campus. So said over
75 people in a full page ad in the
Tuesday, Nov. 2 issue of The New
Hampshire.

There is a survey which in.dicates that 95 per cent of UNH
students use alcohol and that
over two thirds have seen its use
result in property damage,
arguments
and
sexual
~:v~-

For instance, one major problem

Why do so many people drink?
According to . Gayle Griffith,:. .
head resident of Scott Hall,
"There is not a great varietyof
things to do on weekends and
probably people end up drunk
because of that."
Brad Sprinkle, a junior and
resident assistant at Stoke, said,
"It's a matter of priorities.
Students want to go out and get a
~ood

buzz

_

Rich Mod~ Student Govern
ment Yice-president for special
assig-nments, thinks students
drink because "alcohol is made
too readily available to students.
e~£ier

on Sund.Ry night

ol :alcohol :ahU£o i£ dQm£igo to

It'£ much

dorms. According to Malcolm
O'Sullivan, assistant director of
environmental systems, there
are no statistics to indicate how
much damage is directly related
to alcohol.

to go to the Mub Pub than to do
something else." Mori' pointed
out that there are seven pubs
downtown.
Drinking is not just a problem
at UNH. A recent editorial in

"Maine Campus," the student
newspaper at the University· of .
Maine, lamented the fact that
$3,000 damage was committed
over homecoming weekend. The
editorial then asked, "Why is it
that inordinate amounts of liquor
have to accompany every thing
students do here on campus?''
Griffith, who prior to -this year
at UNH spent two years at State
University of New York (SUNY),
said there was a problem with
alcohol at SUNY. .
Griftltn saia tne university
made a policy that no party or
event could focus on alcohol.
"Studonts bogan thinking about

thore i£ £omgthing bQing dong on

A££isbnt Dl9Qn ·of Students Bob

other things. More people who
didn't drink ended up going to
parties because they knew other
beverages would be served."

the problem of alcohol on campus. Mori said that Student
Government has asked the
stmient lawyers to hold a seminar
where the legal and illegal aspects of alcohol would be discussed.

Gallo said he is working on
developing "a programatic a~
proach to the alcohol problem."
Gallo said he is seeking a long
term commitment from UNH to
work on the proltlem.

UNH has no such policy, but

University System Trustees-- who are they?
By Elizabeth Grimm
University Trustee James P.
Weldcm of North Hampton works
for J.D. Cahill company, a
"paper business" in Hampton, he
says. He was appointed by Gov.
Meldrim 'Ibomson in 1975. From
his year's experience as trustee
Weldon said he feels University
System students should have a
representative to the board.
''I have to agree though that
, prior input student trustee-wise
has been minimal. I have met
Deborah Child (this year's
student trustee from Keene
State) at one meeting so far and
she seemed bright and interested," be said.
Weldcm said students .from
the three campu5es should _be,

allowed to vote and choose their
own representative. Student
government leaders currently
submit names of possible candidates to the governor, who
chooses the student trustee.
Weldon said, "I disagree that the
students should have a representative and the faculty be without
one."
Concerning the present controversy over the issue of 24-hour
parietals, Weldon said, "I fee!
strongly with regard to the areas
that the trustees must work in.
The parietals issue is one of the
many responsibilities of the administration. For us to say that
the administration should do such
and such would be presumptuous." ·

Weldon has two main areas of
interest concerning the future of
the University System. The first
is the~issue of collective bargain. ing, an area' that Weldon calls.
· "my strength. It's my main in;.:
terest ·and I have concentrated
my studies in this issue:" ~
'the trustee is also concerned
about the financial future of
UNH. "I'd like to see us take a
position of much greater independence.
"t'or the time being we will have
to depend on the General Court
for funding. But I think we should
start turning to ourselves and our
alumni and we could become
considerably more independent: 7
"We have a tremendous
amount of strength in the areas of

,our post-graduate departments,
the Whittemore School and with
the Chancellor System.''
Weldon sees a great difference
in today's students compared wiib
students of previous years. "l
don't want to allude to the latt> .
'60's or early '70's," he said, "but
students today are working harJ
toward constructive changes. I
think it's great. They are far
more sensitive to longer-term
needs. They have my rPSpect."
· Margaret Ramsay ot Keene
has served on the board as Keene
State alumni trustee since 1971.
She is a graduate of Keene State
College and was on the Alumni
Board of Directors from 1966 until 1970. She served as its
President during 196~1~.
1

Ramsay said she believes a
student trustee is necessary and
ap:rees with the current system of
appoint~ent .

Ramsay said she is highly in
favor of the informal Student Affairs Committee meetings be·tween board members and
student government members.
'"·I think there's been some fine
representation rrom tne student
governments of all campuses.
The students have been veiy conscientious. I've gotten to know
some of the leaders and they've
been very "well qualified. and are
quite faitruW about attending -the
meetings . . The board . has ap-
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Do you
late night dining'!
Whole wheat pizza shells & sub rolla?
Hearty home-made soups every. day?
.Veggie subs?
Assorted breads & munchies?
Hot cider and exotic teas?
You can find these & more at:

~'GRUMPY'S''
of Ne"Wntarket
open 'til.11:00
every night till 2:00 Fri. & Sat.
(closed Mondays)

-Formerly Smiley's PizzaSmiley's "your town"
coupons good here. _

Cracker Barrel
Lounge
at the traffic circle

Rt. 1·95

.·** Corning Attractions **·
ELLIS HALL
HOT FLASH

Nov 8-14
Nov 15-21
Nov 22~28

SKINNY KID

Super Saturday Buffet
$4.95 -- All y~u can eat

Student I.D.
entitles you to

soc off
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A break from 'pizza & beer; campus calendar
a not too Common Market
FRIDAY, November 5

By Katie McClare
In Durham, there are six pizza
places, Soon there will be a
Burger King. You can get some
pretty good frozen food at
Shop'N'Save or Newsky's, and
for a six-pack of Michelob there's
always Johnny Grimes' Community Market.
"Durham needs an alternative
to pizza," says Howard Block. He
and his partner, Ce-Arin Parker,
think they have it in the Common
Market, Durham's only natural
food store.
Parker manages the Common
Market. She and Block who
manages the adjoining Durham
Green, and owns both businesses,
prefer to call it a "good food"
store.
Block, a small dark man with a
full black beard, says, "We offer
a lot of good things to eat." These
include hot knishes (potatoes and
spices enclosed in fried dough:
pronounce the k); tofu (natural
Oriental bean curd) ; a selection
of gourmet cheeses; and a choice
of 50 imported coffees and 50
teas.
Before ·July, the Common
Market was known as Cheese and
. · Grain Shop. Its previous owner,
says Block, ''decided to le.ave."
Since then Parker and Block
have made a few changes.
The new owners did little to the
natural wood interior except to
change the counters around a little. They did change the merchandise, however.
The Cheese and Grain Shop,
says Parker, carried mostly
gourmet foods, with a few natural
ones. "We've increased our inventory in all respects, but we
still handle the gourmet things
that" sell," like the cheeses.
With the change came a shift in
the nature of the customers. "At
first it attracted health food persons," says Block. "Now it's .
MAR.KET, page 7

WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE SWIMMING: UVM, 3:30
p.m., Field House pool.

MEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE HOCKEY:
Lowell, Snively Arena, 7 p.m.
.MUB PUB: "Cap'n Moon," 8 p.m.

Scrimmage,

SATURDAY, November6

WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE VOLLEYBALL: Northeastern & Boston College, Varsity & Jr. Varsity, N.H.
Hall, 11 a.m.
MEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE FOOTBALL: RI, Cowell
Stadium, 1:30 p.m. Students $2; General $2.50; Reserved
Seats $4.50.
MUB PUB: "Cap'n Moon," 8 p.m.

'

SUNDAY, November 7

MUSO CONCERT: Taj Mahal, with special guest Ry
.Cooder, Granite State Rm., MUB. Two shows: 6:30 & 9
p. m. Tickets are $4 for UNH students in advance; $5 for
non-students and at the door. Call for info 862-2290.
MONDAY, November 8

LECTURE: John Deliso, Director of Admissions at Suffolk
U. Law School, who will speak to pre-law students individually after meeting;Hillsborough ~m., ~UB, 9-11 a.m.
TUESDAY, November9

FACULTY-STAFF BREAKFAST: Featuring quiche lorraine,
· cheese strata, southern sausage, potato pancakes w / sour
· cream or cinnamon SlJ.gar, fresh watermelon fruit bowl, cantalope compote, chilled juices, danish, coffee or tea. Sponsored by Hotel Admin. 403. Admission $2. 7-9 ~.m.

.!
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Howard Block

The

MOPED + RABBIT

EXCITING DUAL SAVINGS!!
THl'S MO·NTH ONLY AT

BERANGER VOLKSWAGEN
OF RO·CHESTER!!! .

This special Tw•ln-One Offer
Gives you o Cara"lo Peclolmatic

·

AT ABSOLUTE COST (We make No Profit)
with every brand new 1976 Robbit

IN A DEAL VO:U CAN'T· REFUSE!
LIMITED TIME :

A SYMPOSIUM

NOVEMBER 17, 1976
on
the ·new england center
unh

mini's
micra's
intelligent terminals

durham,· n.h.

agenda
9a.m.-:10a.m.
Dr. John Pokoski on hardware design and configuration
10 a.m. -11 a.m.
Dr. Robert Russell on the systems that control hardware
11 a.m. - 12 a.m.
Dr. Daniel Bergeron on application
11_a.m.-4:30p.m.
Exhibits: ten or more producers of mini's, micra's and intelligent terminals suited to both business and academic environments will be presenting

the exhibits are intended to demonstrate varying degrees of
computing ability ranging from calculators to full systems for accounting, payroll, graphics, etc., both on location and via
r;ommunlcation with a host system; company representatives will
be present. ,

BERA:NGER

Rte. 11, Rochester, N.H.

COMPUTER SERVICES

the seminars will be oriented toward the basic design and configuration of the machines and their applications featuring
keynote speakers followed by open discussion .

·$200.00 REBATE ON
EVERY RETAIL
USED CAR SOLD

~VOLKSWAGEN

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is published and distributed semi· weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices, are located in
the Memorial Union Building, Durham N.H. 03824. Phone
862-1124 or 862-1490. Yearly subscription $7 .00 Second class
postage paid at Durhan, N.H. Printed at Castle Publications Plaistow, N.H. Total number of copies Printed 10,500.

INC.

Tel. 332-6242

OIEN 1:30 to 8:30 TUES. aacl THURS.: l·I MON., WED. a11d FRI.: !·5 SAT.

all activities are free and open to the public
for further information contact: computer services
unh, durham, n.h. 03824 603-862-2323

•. •
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notices

GENERAL

CRAFT TEACHERS WANTED: Students interested
and capable of teaching a crafts course may apply in the
Office of Student Activities, Rm. 126. MUB. We are
looking for instructors for courses that are not presently
offered.
UNIVERSITY THEATER AUDITIONS: Open acting
and technical auditions for Chekhov's "The Cherry Orchard," directed by J.D. Batcheller. Production dates:
March 3-12, 1977. Open to all UNH students, faculty, staff
and community members. Advance reading scripts
available in Rm. M-211, PCAC beginning Monday,
November 8. Actors, bring a recent photograph please!
Auditions will be Monday, November 22 and Tuesday
November23at 7:30p.m , JohnsonTheater,P-CAC.
2~D SEMESTER BOOK ORDERS: Several departments have returned blank 2nd semester book order
forms to the bookstore assuming that previous letters
indicating "holds" for Spring will serve the same purpose as an order. This is incorrect. Please forward a ·
standard order form for any 2nd semester course re. gardless of previous letters. Departmental estimates of
._ quantity should appear on each order.
The current UPS stride has created substantial delays in
book post as well as freight shipments. PromP.t response
to 2nd semester book order requests will help to
eliminate delays in January availability of texts and
will assist the students and bookstore in the used book
program. Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.
John R. Mair, Ass't. Manager, Bookstore.
PHOTOGRAPHERS:
Portfolio,
the
student
photography magazine is now accepting black-andwhite prints for publication in the winter issue. Prints
should be delivered to the office before November 14.
See Student Press Office, 153 MUB, for more_ information.
VOLUNTEER ACTION CENTER: Have a little time
and energy? Volunteers needed throughout the Seacoast
in Child <;are, Tutorial, Health, Recreation, the Media,
Conservation, Government and Politics, Counseling and
other Social Services. Come to volunteer Action Center,
2nd floor HuddlestOn:--Open weekdays, 8-4: 30.p.m.
HUMAN SEXUALITY CENTER: Male/Female
Dialogue: Sexual Identity. A look at life's passages from
two sides of the fence .. Wednesday, November 10 at 7
p.m., Hubbard Lounge.

ACADEMIC
CENA ESPANOLA CON SANGRIA: No pierdas esta
comida fantastica con sangria y musica - i 1,ma fiesta
fenomenal! Solo $1.50. Ve a Helen Evans, Murkland 209,
para comprar tu boleto. Wednesday, November 15 at
6: 30 p.m., Foreign Language Mini-Dorm.
COMPUTER COURSE: "Automatea COBOL Code
Production," short course on programs used to generate
COBOL code; working knowledge of a programming
language <not necessarily COBOL> is prerequisite.
Monday, Nov,ember B at.2-4 p.m., Kingsbury Hall, M327.
ADMISSION INFORMATION SESSION: Saturday,
November 6at10:30 a.m., McConnell hall, Rm. 208.
WOMEN IN ENGINEERING: First Seminar, Tuesday,
November 9, at 1-2 p.m., Kingsbury <KNM> 227.
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION GRADUATE
FELLOWSHIPS: Some 500 new awards are available to
those seniors <or first-year graduate students) planning

to undertake graduate work in the fields of
mathematical, physical,·biological, engineering sciences, social sciences or the history/philosophy of science.
These fellowships can provide support for up to three
years of graduate study on a 12-month basis. Only U.S.
citizens are eligible. Further eligibility information and
forms for obtaining application materialsare available
in the Graduate School Dean's Office. Completed applications are due in Washington by December 1, 1976.
A~ardannouncem.ents will be made by March 15, 1977.

CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS
TAI CHI CHUAN CLUB: Demonstration and Class
Registration; Sunday, November 14 at 7 p.m., CarrollBelknap Rm., MUB.
ALPHA EPSILON DELTA: Meeting, Tuesday, November 9 at 6 p.m., Iddles, Rm. 103.
AREA II PROGRAMMING BOARD: Sponsors Montreal Trip. Limited seating available, Area II residents
only, $10 deposit. Sign up at Devine Hall Desk. Trip will
be November 12-14.
·
UNH FLYING CLUB: Monthly meeting, Wednesday,
November 10 at 7 p.m., Belknap Rm., MUB.
.
SENATE MEETING: Monday. November 8. at 4-'in.m.
McConnell Hall, Rm. 314.
AREA n PROGRAMMING BOARD: M~tirig, We~
nesday, November 10 from 8-9 p.m., Fairchild Lounge.
4-H COLLEGIATE CLUB: Meeting, Tuesday, November 9 at 8 p.m., Hanover Rm., MUB.
TESSERACT: Meeting; Monday, November 8 at 8:30
p.m., Grafton Rm., MUB.
AREA II STUDY AREA: Donate your unwanted books,
magazines and posters to Area II Study Area, so others
can enjoy them. Drop them off at the Community Desk
'
Devine Basement, or call Katie, 862-1097.
STUDENTS FOR RECYCLING: Meeting, Monday,
Nove~ber Sat 7p.m., Belknap Rm., MUB.
STUDENTS FOR A PARK: Meeting, Monday, November Sat 7 p.m., Belknap Rm., MUB.

RELIGIONS
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: Weekly
meeting, "Missons," speaker Jeff Dietrich; Friday, ·
November 5, at 7 p.m., Scott Hall Lounge.
INFORMAL WORSHIP: Students interested in worship
prayer, readings, communion in an informal setting,
contact Bill Head at the Ecumenical Ministry, Wolff
House, 862-1165.
LUTHERAN WORSHIP: Students of the Lutheran Faith
wanting to share in fellowship, drama and worship, contact Rev. Frank Hanrahan, Ecumenical Ministry, Wolff
House, 862-1165.
BLACK WORSHIP: Students interested in Black Worship on campus and talking with Rev. Ralph Henly about
Afro-American spiritual Experience, contact the
Ecumenical Ministry, Wolff House, 862-1165.
OXFAM IS COMING: Thursday, November 18; sponsored by the Ecumenical Ministry.
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST: Talk, "Miracles
and Scienc~," Friday, november 5 at 7:30 p.m., Commuter Lounge, MUB.

Anyone who wishes to submit information to either Campus Calendar or Notices should do so at the Office of Student Activities on the top floor of the Memorial Union Building in room 322 and not to The New
Hampshire office.
·
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Student Governnient
.GOVERNMENT
continued from page 1

mittee he can compare it with the
students report.
"He won't have to interpret
students' views after he gets our
report. I will allow students to
have a clear opportunity to express feelings about the Counseling and Testing Center one
way or the other.
"The University has to·
recognize we only get so many
dollars from the state. Your first
priorities have to be education.
I'm not sure all the money is
really going to education," .
Calhoun said..
Farnham said. "We're vresent-

taken on the new calendar and a
new pass-fail proposal. It's a
clear indication of the impact the
demonstration had on focusing in
on issues. It gave them a sense of
urgency. President Mills and his staff have been very sensitive
and cooperative to the needs that
were broadcast at the public
demonstration and in our
petitions. It's a healthy sign for
further action."
Rich Mori, vice president of
special assignments said, "The
effect of the protest was to get
students ipterested. Student
Government is providing input
and a vQice for students. A number of students now are getting
_ involved. There are a number of

ing a proposal to the parking
committee to generate more
spaces for commuters within the
next few weeks. The space wil be
given to those who show the
greatest need; residents or
commuters. We will have a new
p~rking plan by next semester.
24-hour
Concerning
the
visitation-Farnham said, "There
isn't any reason to push it farther. It won't come up for a vote
for many years. -I don't think
students think it's a strong issue.
I still think that Stevens owes us
an apoiogy though." ·
Bob Millen, vice president of
residential life said, "Within the
next few weeks action will be

people who Wdllt to 1·u11 Cor Senate

and · Student
Government
president."
Student Government is also
working on a standardized lease
for off-campus housing. The
University lawyers are working
on this to solve the landlordtenant problems.
Calhoun said, "We want
provisions in the contract for
fees, rental costs, a monthly
payment schedule. and a listing
of the damages already in the
apartment when the tenant took
the lease.Landlords often accuse
studellts ot damages and
bickering occurs. UNH has an
obligation to students through the
off-campus housing office."

Lounge Entertain1nent
Wed. t4rough Sun.
Nov. 3-7
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Special ofthe Week

Our· entire stock of
IT'S Stromma
IT~S

all colors

•
all sizes

Thursday, Friday, Saturday only

Metsovaara

frolJl Sweden
from Finland

IT'S FABRIC
from "Fabrication" in
Cambridge
And it's GREAT for Wall Panels·
Quilts

Pillows
The elegant cloth from
The Out Back
Durham
of Dover
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Natural food treatS

UNIVERSITY THEATER
presents

-~~you LIKE IT
Market is "a lot of work. Starting neatly and invitingly. Hanging in
.out theredoesn't~~lI) to Qe mU~ the front Window are plants from
pe0ple wh6 .Jike. good things·- tO . r~tufn. I~!s:f~ fo~, .11$: W-e feel lt the Durham Green and wooden
By William Shakespeare
.
eat. We're starting to get a large will be successful.
.
cooking utensils: wooden spoons,
November 11- J3 and 18-20 at 8 PM
She says that they are "getting to lioney dippers and cheese
Oriental clientale "
November 17 at 2 Pivl
Tp cater to th~m, the store kn~w" th~ir custome.rs. "We're spreaders.
·
Johnson Theater. Paul Arts·Center. UNH, Durham
Parker and Block both live in
owners are "developing ~a good trym~ t? fn~d 01;1t w~at they want
General: $2.50::$3.00; Students: $2.00-$2.50 ·
'Qrien~l selection," Block says. and if, it fits m wit~ what we Northwood and both attended .·
They ~erve hot egg.rolls to go. "It have. Block says, We try to UNH, majoring in plant science.
, ' Re.servations: 862-2290. Group rates available.
lo~ks like we're.going to ~ye to help. them · an~ answe_~, any Block dropped out after ~ f~w
driye to New'Vorkfor those."
questions t~ey might-have.
years when he "became m. Block drives to New York aoout
"When school is: in session our · terested in · business."" Parker
o:r:ice ~ ·montl:i.to getthe knishes. A customers.are mostly students," received an as~ocia~ed degree in ~----------------~------------\
'
t
natiye New Yorker he says, "It's says Parker. ':'But. during. the plant science fron tlie Thompson
t
about t_he o~y place .you. c~n. get summer we haY~ a )ot 9£.. town..- School. Originally from Seattle,
I
good ~Jtnish:.:' · _.
speople and.tourists.. On Satur- she ended up in New Hampshire
I
Says Parker, ":Mo.st· of· tp~ · days there ar~ a lot who just like ''just travelling around."
.
_
. Block says. they have "always
I
people who buy the·kmshes have to browse." .
had- them before·. But they . At the C<:>:m.m.on M~rK'et been interested in natural foods.
I
hesitate _to•.bu.y them because browsing is quite.-a n experience, We kind of Jike good food. We got
r
they.lie so-high in calories. Most B~gs and baireiif and.shelves o{ Ured pf going to the.supermarket'
I
people cana ..even pronounce the n~ts 411,d s~d~.soff~~s and t¢a~, . past the mops and brooms to get
word.'",
~
herbs. and sp,ice5 _pr:eads as well. our food. We like the selection of
Bloek :dri-v.es· to, -Boston every as th~ )tilfspes' a~ cheeses l~~ ·up odd food."
I
Tuesday to get most of-the store's .-·- ·- ·- -· - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
I
-items..,. .especially .the Oriental
t
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th~l:k·~nd Parke~'feature djf~

a.
ferent coffee, "so people cap
haye an ~lter~ativ~,'' say_s Bloc~.
c;offee and tea_ dririker:s can buy it
already"b~e\Yed. oi: buy it loose. '
Parker says . the Common

HELP WANTED
' "How

·: s,K YD lVIN G
i

, ·Sp'e cial Offer
Rochester Parachute Club
·win ·be open. on Th~sdays

to ·Make $9 to $16 : .

$35'.oo first jump

.per hour while:on ·
vacation cir ~n weekend/'·

·s3

plUs 50¢ postage
·and - handling~

t

-;r

For the kind of ~rm!h and comfort you need in cold wiather, these fabulous boots. · •
in 6W' aild 9" heiglit.s, are insulated to 20• b.~low zero! Ru~ed
.
rawhide leather uppers,· quick and ·easy speed lacing,
~ 5.tiu
deep-cleated VI BRAM® soles and heels. Y~ can.d~pend
._;.,~ .....
on your Hermans!'
9"!-.-:.,XZ

AUTHORIZED BERMAN DEALER

,- .

··

The Morgan Press
308 South Dixie
W. Palm Beach, FL 33401
©The Morgan Press, 1976

FM 100 Stereo
AM75

Roc~ester

- Rt. 16

Airport

Rochester, N.H.

332-0829 .

Congratulates
Dennis Cook of .
Dover, New Hampshire
... the winner in our
"Bionic Pump~in" contest.
He won a prize valued at
more than $1,000, consisting
of a. Marantz Receiver,
B-1-C turntable, and two
Advance Speakers
... plus 25 stereo albums.

WHEB Program Director Andy Carey
congratulates Dennis Cook.
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Wade's
•
views

Issues of

Peace and

Everyday
Violence

WADE
continued from page 2

said Wade. "But what we need is
a government that is effective on
the issues when they are in the
Senate. We need a government
with more foresight," he
conluded.
Wade stressed his opinion that
students need a president with
plenty of time to devote to student
issues. He said, "I would place
my studies second to government
for the year because I would have
a responsibility for the year elected."
.
Briand Wade is a Politic•
Science major and said he fee~.,
that a year as student body

j

president would be a learning experience as worth while as
classes. ''There are things to be
learned in practice that can't be
taught in a classroom situation,"
Wade said.
Wade has dropped one of his
classes to devote more time to his
campaign. "There is an incredible amount of material that
has to be dealt with to do the job
right," Wade said.
Wade is presently working on a
letter to the editor of The New
Hampshire\to introduce.himself _
and, to express his views to
students.
I

·SCOPE
concerts
SCOPE
continued from page 1

"I feel the present system is
adequate and I don't favor
student input into schedul~g at
the . expense
of
our
programs,' 'said O'Neil.
There is an additional problem
with the field house. Acc()rding to
Flashin, "The whole month of
February is virluany free of field
house use exce~t for 01_>en
recreation use ani:l a few lligh
school basketball games. From
what I hear, the open recreation
program is not being utilized and
I see no reason why we
(SCOPE) can't use the field
house for concerts during that
month."
There are two open dates for
SCOPE'S use within the next six
months. "This doesn't give
SCOPE any dates to play around
with and makes scheduling of any
major concerts very difficult.' 'said Wilson.
"I feel that this issue is of great
concern, not only to student
organizations, but to all students
at the University, to see to it that
major programming of concerts
of great magnitude still appear
on campus in the future. "Wilson
said r

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
PAPERS
THOUSANDS ON FILE
Send $1.00 for your up-to-date,
192-page, mail order catalog.
11926 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles, Ca. 900;25
Original research also available.
Enclosed is $1 .00.
Please rush the c".lalog to:

Name
Addraa---~~--~----~

CHY--~~------~

State _ _ _ _ _ _ Zlp _ _
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Spanos suffers defeat
SPANOS
continued from page3

A man shouted "no nukes" at
the microphone in a show of
resistance. Maybe Thomson had
won, but there was still a power
plantto fight.
The middle-aged woman with
the big glasses was back.
"Harry is still optimistic. We
can afford to lose Manchester
with Loeb there, . you know.
·Where's the Seacoast vote?
: "Hey, Keene hasn't reported
yet. Tl~ey love Harry in Keene ... "
She looked around but no one
was listening. She played with
her calculator.
· It was well past midnight when
the press scrambled to the stage
like a pack of wolves. They had
sensed by the signal that it was
e>ver. Tiley could ~u nume now.

:Back to Boston and Concord and jtion is that we are still under the
Keene.
•Control of ·the Manchester Union
The campaign was over and Leader and its publisher," he
· Harry made his way to the stage ·said.
to recognize what most people
Someone in the crowd yelled,
had felt for hours. The applause \"We're proud of you Harry," and
was electrifying, the kind that .the applause started up again,
·runs shivers up your spine.
!followed by the tears.
Harry said he wasn't con- : Harry, with tears and pride
· ceding, at least not formally. He !flowing together, told his workers
. said he was proud, and it was ob- . . "if you care about people, if you
vious. He was proud of his care about flesh and blood, stay
workers, proud of his campaign in there."
and proud that the son of Greek
And it was over. The pretty
immigrant parents could rise to , blonde girl with the scotcp was
lead his party.
red-eyed with tears. The woman
His eyes were watery and red -with the big glasses was still
as he looked over the crowd, playing with her calculator
,searching for those last words i waiting for the Seacoast to
.that are so hard.
report.
He urged Governor Thomson to ; Over by the stage, a group of
"disassociate himself from middle-aged men were talking.
. government by crisis ana·govern- . . "Seventy-eight is the year, no
ment by one-man rule.
. doubt, said one. The others
·-rne saddest part of the elec- , ragreed.

At the junction of Rts. 9& 125, opp. Calef's famous
Country Store , Barrington , N.H ., Hours: Mon .-Sat.
10-0:30 ,

~~-m..::ili~ ·~-~Jit,tJtk~~p· ,,h;::?.\ ·}~~llii<::'.: ''~~~~y~...~~::i-t!'\~~~~t:%1™f, :~\IDWJ;J"1:.Lti;,'ifffil~~

I Record Sale

1-~
~.

·1

L~~-~-J
UNH BERMUDA GROUP
.

-

Open to Students, Faculty & Staff members and their families

1-0:;,o.

GREAT BAY MOTOR CO., INC ..

I"

$6.98 list albums $3. 99 each
~hrough Sunday, Nov. 7_
·
i

~un .

~i@Ju·mt

I ' . :,
'

!

.

.

78EXETERST.,-RT.108
NEWMARKET, N.H. 03857
TEL. 659-3215

·: sALE ON ALL -1976 CHEVROLETS
-just a few models left3. 1976 Chevettes with aut. trans.
1 1976 Monza Town Coupe with aut.
transmissions
.
1 1976 Nova Concqurs Coupe with
vinyl roof, 6 cyl., aut. power steering ,
'
2 1976 Vegas (1 hatchback coupe,
1 2-dr. cpe.) •with aut. transmissions
- 5 year 60,000 warranty on engine

Friday, January 7 through Friday, January 14

8 DAYS - 7 NIGHTS
ALL INCLUSIVE

8290

8210

Adults

Children under 12

No service charge

83 International tax & 83 Bermuda Airpoi:tt~~
INCLUDES:
*Roundtrip Jet from Boston to Bermuda via American
Airlines
.
*8 days and 7 nights at the beautiful Reefs Hotei in
Southampton
The Reefs is a small, intimate hotel set into a cliff overlooking 'its own secluded s-o uth shore beach. All rooms
are cabana style. The Reefs is adjacent to the Bermuda
bus system stop. Accomodations are 3 to a room.
*Full Breakfast.and Dinner each day
*Daily service charge and Government tax
*Taxi from Bermuda Airport to The Reefs and return
•Swizzle party and entertaµuttent
I

Book today. Reservations are on a fir~t ~ome first served basis.

825 deposit required by November 19
Full payment -re'!~ed by D ecember 1

I

SEE

if

"HARRY THE SEX MANIAC" • "USCHI BAZZOOM"
00 IT AGAIN MATILDA" • "SUSIE SUPER FAN"
~\;lg1MAR. WORLD'S GREATEST LOVER"• " MOR.I.IS, THE PUSHY

\j\\\\\j\

0

n·ril"HE SWANEE RIVER KID" • "SCOTTY THE SHEl~PHFRl!ln
l':\ AND EIGHTY MORE CRAZIES WHO WILL KEEP YOU

~~

~~~~::s FRO~:~~~;~:~r:9~~:ND!

WEEKDA VS

For r eservations call
Joyce, Mona, P atti,

/::::::: t\::: SAT & SUN
~iane

or Kathie at 7 42-5122

DOVER TRAVEL SERVICE
Dover Point Road, Dover (opposite new State Li'quor store)

l\~~\~~?:/jjf:j 2:00 p. m.

EVE. 7:00 & 9:00

FAMILY MATINEE
"SON OF LASSIE"
ALL SEATS $1.00

II4%:~w~,;~:i::~~~::~~~::::::~wm:;~~°, 1:1~!
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editorial----SCOPE needs more scheduling dates
The Student Committee on Popular Entertainment is having a. hard time doiilg its job. The Office of Recreational Activities is limiting SCOPE' s
use of the field house and Snfarely Arena to approximately one day per month.
Those are the only two facilities at UNH where
a major concert may be held. In effect, SCOPE is
limited to less than nine days a year in which to
schedule concerts.
That limitation is unfair. There is no way
SCOPE can do the job it is capable of doing.
Because of the small number of dates, many excellem bands that are affordable cannot be booked
here ~ecause a mutually satisfactory date cannot
be found.
We agree that athletics should come first in
scheduling use .of t11e field house and Snively
Arena. But concerts should not be given such a
low priority.
One concert allows almost 4,000 people to
simultaneously enjoy an activity. There are few
events in the field house which can make that
claim. C~rtainly intramural sports and open gym

cannot. Even the varsity basketball team rarely
draws half that number.
The majority of students are missing out
because of these scheduling problems. They must
drive to Boston to see groups that SCOPE could
easily book here. Students are forced to pay up to
eight dollars to see a show in Boston that SCOPE
could get for less than five dollars., And transportation to' the field house is cheaper and more
readily available than transportation to Boston.
Many students have complained in the past
about the lack of variety and frequency of
concerts at UNH. Don't blame SCOPE. Its members
'W'ould love t:o put: on more dtoW's: of ::a l::arge

variety that would please all the musical tastes on
campus.
Now, SCOPE has only two dates to work with
in the next six months. Its choices are already

Lee Margolin of SCOPE says we could have
alm9st any band in the .world here if his
organization could get more dates. If UNH can afford Bob Dylan, he reasons; then most anyone
else could be.afforded, too.
¥oPe concerts at UNH would benefit everyone.
Students would have more chances to get out and
relax 'and be entertained at the same time. More
concerts would mean a greater variety of music. ·
Almost everyone would be able to see a favorite
band.
And that includes adults. SCOPE has shown a
willingness in .the past to book acts adults like,
scheduling on one of its precious dates acts such as
Coum Haste, the Boston Pops, Ella :Fitzgerald and
Sarah Vaughn.
-SCOPE would benefit, too. The organization
has enough hassles to deal with when it puts on a
show, with all the security demands put upon it by

limited to pands that will be in the area during

the University.

those periods. Its members cannot book a name
band for an exclusive appearance at UNH because
the cost would be too high, a cost that would be
reflected in ticket prices.

SCOPE's leaders are willing to put up with .
those hassles in order to do their job. Now, if only
the administration would give them more opportunities to do that job.

letters--No coverage

We can no longer remain aloof. We
must join together to make our voices
heard.

Cindy Leerer
Students Against Nuclear
To the Editor:
Energy (SANE>
This past weekend, the UNH Horsemen's Club sponsored the UNH Fall
Horse Trials, a combined training
event held at the UNH Light Horse
Center. There were over· 125 entries
from the New England area, competing in the Dressage on Saturday, To the Editor,
I just finished reading an amazing
and on Sunday the Cross Country Enarticle in the October issue of the
durance followed by the Stadiwn jum- Granite
State Independence newspaper
ping.
Member s of this club and volun- about the dog racing track in
teers laid out three dressage rings, one Seabrook. The article describes the
in the new arena, laid out three cross track owners effor.ts to stop a union
country courses totaling 10,500 meters 1 from organizing track workers and the
in length and including 36 jwnps, and 'fact that there are U.S. government
set up a 555 meter stadiwn jwnping investigations going on into organized
course with 12 portable jwnps, which crime influence at the track.
The track owners have been large
had to be taken down to clear the
atheletic field for Monday's activities. contributors to the election campaign
The point is, this was a big event, the of Governor Thomson and he has been
biggest yet at UNH, The New Ham- · a strong supporter of dog racing in
New Hampshire.
pshire failed to produce a lead story
Dog tracks and other forms of gamto inform the campus after they had bling
to New Hampshire the
agreed to. Not only that, the event was kind ofattract'
people I don't think we want in
·not even included in the Campus our state.
I suspect that, as with the
Calendar schedule as it appeared in
revelations about Watergate, the
Friday's paper. The new indoor early
in the Independence newspaper
arena makes a story, but not the article
only scratches the surface about what
event'?
goes on at places like that. Let's
I hope The New Hampshire really
hope that the state never legaliz~
provides better coverage of the UNH casino
gambling and that we can elect
Spring Horse Trials, and by the way
how about delivering some copies of officials who will keep their distance.
from characters like those that run1he
The New Hampshire to the Horse 3eabrook track.
Barns'? Even the horses might want to
Susan Allen
know what's happening on the other
Circuit Road
side ·of tioacks ...
Portsmouth, N.H.
W. Michael Todd
Light Horse Club

Gambling

-
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n~w
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Endorsement
To the Editor
I would like to take this opportunity
to announce the ·Students . Against
Nuclear Energy's (SANE> unanimou8
endorsement of Cindy Brown for
Student Body President.
As a non-SAT funded organization,
we in SANE are concerned about our
current lack of representation and input into Student Government. We feel
that it is time for Student Government
to recognize the needs of Student
Organizations and of individual
students who are without SAT
recognition instead of relegating us to
the ignored category of "Special ln:terest Groups".
We feel that Student Government
has the responsibility to serve as a
mouthpiece for all students and
student groups who desire input into
University policy.
We're tired of fighting an uphill battle against a Student Government that
has shown itself to be unresponsive to
and uninvolved in student concerns.
We therefore give our full support to
the candidacy of Cindy Brown for
Student Body president and to the
committment toward individual rights
and representation which she has
demonstrated. We in SANE further
urge that all student organizations
seriously consider the importance of
this upcoming campaign and join with
us in our endorsement.

Thanks
To the Editor:
On Saturday, Oct. 30, 25 boys of
Sigma Nu Fraternity dedicated the
better part of the day and their own
energy in cleaning up the property
here around St. Thomas More Church.
We would like to publicly recognize
this "Pledge Class Project" and the
very thoroughly enthusiastic way it
was done.
Speaking for all the parishioners we
wish to say "thanks" for this generous
piece of .work. We the priests of the
parish see this, moreover, as the
manifestation of the general goodness
and fine hwnan qualities of this particular generation.
·
It's good to be here in the mist of it
all.
Rev. Joseph E. Desmond
Rev. LeonP. Gaulin

Cubicles
To the Editor:
This
is
my
story:
It was 6 p.m. The library was circulating tropical air that made my
arm pits sweat half-moons and I had a
bad case of the wedgies. I had already
stri)>'ed
paced up and down the
aisles of two floors searching for an
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Mel s back
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Hey Jimmy, remember me7 Sure you do. I'm the guy whot{
{{. started things off for you way back in February. That's})
~:~{ right" New Hampshire. The Granite S~te.
:~:~{
t~:~:~
You can't quite place me7 Don't you remember all the~:~:~:~:
~:}~: snow and below zero temperatures, the zillions of news[t
:~:~:~:~ people following you around as you tried to go one up on all~{:~:
f) those other guys, Jackson, Udall, Bayh, Harris and the rest?
:~:I
Well, you son of a gun, you did it. Back then, no one~:~:f
f~:~: thought you had a chance. Hell, most people up here didn't:~}:~
:~:~:~:: know you at all. But they knew you on Feb. 24 when it}}
~~~i counted.
:::::;:;
And now look where you are. Pennsylvania Ave. in:::::::;
~=~t Washington, D.C.
:~:~{
:~:t: That's why I called, -Jimmy. You see, I'm in trouble up~;}~:
~:~;~:~~ here. Mel got picked again. Yea, dammit. It's not so much:~:~:~:~
~~;~~~~ that he's Republican, we've had plenty of them before.
t~~~~ It's just that he's so damn clos4:""minded and regressive.~~~~?
;;:;:;:; With him, ~o new taxes, a nuclear power plant, and we're;:;:::::
:;:;:;:: golden.
;:;:;:;:
::::::::
.
·
.
::::::::
·:::::::: Jimmy, we need your help. All those things you talked;:::;:;:
·;:::::::about when you were here help for the elderly and poor ::::::::
:;:;:;:; h
1 d d d 'd
d
ll
1
· 1:::;:;:
::;:;:;: ~ e unemp oye an un ere ucate , we , u~ ess y~u p1tc t::;::::
.;:;::=;:m some of those Federal bucks of yours, Im afraid New i::::::;
;:;:;:;: Hampshirites are gonna hurt for another two years.
~::;:;::
·:·:·:·:
M l .
d
,
h 1 Th
·
d
k-:·:·
·;:;:;:::
e JUSt oesn t want to e p.
e state pnson an state:;:::::;
;:;:;:;:hospital are so bad their accredidations are in jeopardy. :;:;:;::
::::;:;:There is terrible understaffing and the buildings are falling ::=;:;::
::::::::
·::::::::
:;:;:;::apart.
::;:;:;:
And the poor. Mel hates welfare cheaters so much hert
::::::;:doesn't seem to see to the ones who really need it. Those::::::::
~~~~~~~~people have little hope for the next two years unless you~~~)
:i:i:~:l help like you said you would. ~
f~:~:

b<
f)

;;t!;

'------------------------------------------'
-. •
.
empty cubicle-or rather, one that was next table on the spot by asking him to altogether IS something that some
;>eople just will not do, for any reason,
not "reserved" with books, papers, smoke somewhere else.
ear-rings and thermos bottles.
Wouldn't a little extra ventilation reducing meat consumption by a fracI peeled off my leather jacket; my and rearrangement of the MUB Pub tion can still have a tremendous effect.
For example, the overseas Developshoulders took turns luging my back- make everybody more con:ifortable?
pack.
ment. Council estimates t~at if
I found one cubicle on floor B with a
Ted Pease Am~ncans cut meat consumption by
literature book randomly leafed open
as httle as 10 per cent for one year, 12
million tons of grain would be
and neatly placed next to a blank sheet
available tofeed60millionpeople!
of paper and a yellow bic pen-a per•fect display of order, but too placid To the Editor:
. People starving on far. ~~ay conand contrived--all waiting for its
The Student Affairs Committee of tments ARE our responsibility when
owner who was probably playing in the the Board of Trustees met in Bedford we foolishly waste food that could be
bathroom stall on floor C. on Oct. 6. The Dean of Student Affairs
KenHinman
. Now my feet were hot. I slipped off from the campuses within the system savingtheirlives.
Newmarket
·my m~n boots and tucked them under gave reports to the committee.
Durham's report included the fact that
.
my left arm.
I p8ssed people actually sitting at major repairs in residence halls need
their cubicles I One guy was sleeping, to be made in the next five to seven
someone else had his head tilted down years. The DASH Form for student
m~m And then there's the kids, Jimmy. The state university up
under the crossbar of his desk trying to health purposes was discussed.
TotheEditor:
........ h
·
f th
t
·
· th
t'
B
........
read his own graffiti. Some people
we the members of the Hubbard ::::::;: ere is one o
e mos expensive m
e na ion. ut my:;:::;::
The Board of Trustees met at the
tryed to steal quick glances of me as I · Keene campus on Oct. 16. The meeting Executive Council, do hereby give our ;:;:;:;;people are far from the richest.
;;::::::
walked by, but I caught them. I could began with an informational report official support to the resolution :~:~:~:~ Mel always sticks it to the University. I just know he'll do~:~:~:~:
have ·passed them undected, but my from Professor Keith King of Keene
by the Congreve Hall House :·:·:·:·.
. h"
Wh
11 the k"d
f
f
·1· ·:·:·:·:
corduroy pants sounded like crickets State speaking about the LIVE (Lear- passed
Council demanding l'..econsideration of :;:::;:;it agam t is year.
at are a
1 s rom poorer am1 ies ;:;:;:~
rubbing nylon socks together. ·l ning In Vigorous Environments) the 24 h?ur visitation policy. w_e fully ~:~:~:~;¥,1ho want to go to college gonna do7 If they can't afford to tf~
I moved on ..
program at Keene State.
agree with _the content and purpose o~ ;:::;:;:attend their own school, where can they go7
1:::::::
I feel the agenda item most effecting the
Still no cubicles. They were all
resolution, and hope that by len ........ I'
ll'
J"
I' .
bl I'
h · f .·.·.·.
strewed with papers and books, yet Durham was the fact that Oliver Hub-· ding
our unqualified support, that we ;:;:;:;:
m te mg you, 1mmy, mm trou e. ve seen enoug o ;:;:;:;
most were unoccupied. Rows and rows 1 bard ('21 UNH) has given more than will inspire other residence hall ,;:;:;:;:Mel over the last four years to know.
;:;:;::
of these gray boxes waitin~ for their $150,000 in stock certificates to the governments to do the same.
.:::::::: B
I'
1d
N
b
t:::::::
mysterious owners.,
School of Life Sciences for programs
If on-campus students can ~te and :;:::::::
ut m sure g a . you won..
ow may e some more~::::;::
Sudd~nly
I had an idea. in poultry. This was very pleasing to work together through student govern- ::::=:::Federal revenue sharing funds wdl come up here. Federally-~:::::::
I slid the back-pack off my left everyone. The 1976 Operating Staff m_ent, w~ hope tha~ ~e administration ::::::::sponsored jobs, too. You know, another Civilian Conser-~:::::::
shoulder and dropped my moon boots. Handbook was approved by the will reahze our willmgness to accept ::::::::
·
C
Id
k
11 h ere. There' s a 1ot o f peopIe ·:::::::
·
Firmly placing my hands on either Trustees. .
and deal with responsibility, and will ;:::::;:Yat1on orps wou _wor we
:::::::
The new officers of the Board of not bow to irrelevant political :;:;:;:;out of work up here in the winter. And a lot of wilderness to :;:;:;:
side of a cubicle, I slowly pushed up
and watched the top of the desk tilt like Trustees were elcted at this meeting. pressures when considering . policy :;:;:;::work in.
·
:::::;:
the bed of a dump truck, spilling one :Philip S. Dunlap of Hopkinton will decisions. We pledge our ,support in :::::::: H
b I
,
f
:;:;:::
calcultor, two books and five sheets of - ·serve his fourth term as chairman of any way possible.
:;:;:;:;
ey, may e . can even get some more money or :::::::
graph paper , onto the carpet. lthe board. Other officers elected in.
. :;:;:;:;education. I'm number 50 for educational spending, you~:;:;:;:
Satisfied, I picked up my pack and ·c1ude: Richard W. Meyers of
Hubbard Executive Council ~~~~~~~~know. But keep that under your hat, will you? I don't like it fr~
moon boots and walked away .. Newington, treasurer; Richard A.
Michael Bergeron •Morse of Manchester, vice chairman;
:::::::;to get around. Massachusetts always rubs it in when he c:::::;:
Student at large 1John W. Day of Keene, secretary; and
~~~~~~~~hears it. And you wouldn't believe the grief I get from Ver:Hedley G. Pinagree of Goffstown,
"legal advisor to the board. Mr. Dunlap
:~==~~rnont and Maine.
':::::::
·has appointed trustees to committees TotheEditor:
.
~:~:i::: Well Jimmy, I'll let you get back to your victory party. l~:~:~:~
for this "year. I have been asked to serAs an alumnus of UNH and a former ·:·:·:·:s
d l"k
I k
I
b
I h
· :·:·:·:·
ve on the Educational Policy and client of the Counseling and Testing :::::::: oun .s 1 e a rea roe er to me. can are y ear you over ·;:::::;:
To the Editor:
Student
Affairs
Committees.
Center,
I
am
extremely
distressed
at
;:;:;:;:the
n01s~.
:;:;:;:;
As an ex-smoker, a non-smoker and
I also met with student leaders from
the thought that the Center might be :::::::: C Id
d
h f
nd
::::::::
a MUS-frequenter, I would like to
::::::::
ou you o met at avor a
remember me and my::::::::
Plymouth and Keene at the Trustee discontinueel .m favor of a mental .·.·.···f
register a complaint.
lk
,
·
·
·.·.·.·.
Most of the things that irritate me I meeting. If you have any question per- hygiene unit in Hood House. I believe ;:::::;: o s7 Its been cold up here already. Farmer's Almanac says:;:::;:: _
to
the
Trustees,
please
be
in
taining
can't do anything about, but it seems
the medical atmosphe~ of such a unit ;:;::::~it's gonna be· a real cold winter. And you know something? ::::::::
to me that it shouldn't be too difficult touch with me through the Student would not be conducive to the self- ::;:::::wh
I · ked
I
'd
W d :;::::::
Office
at
Keene
State.
Govemmept
referral of students, but rather might ::;:~;:
en
pie .
up my on Y state-w1 e_ ne~sp.aper
e - :;:;:;::
•to avoid other peoples' cigarette
A.
Child
Deborah
smoke. Mostly I move.
·
turnsomeofthemaway.
·;:;:;:;nesday mommg and saw that Mel won again; it suddenly::::::;:
Student Trustee
But the times that I can't move and
::::;:;:
In addition, I think UNH sho~d ask :;:;:;::got even colder. Two more years.
am forced to breathe someone else's
what the purpose of any counseling or :::::::: W
d · J" · ·
SM
::::::::
mental
health
facility
should
be.
Is
the
;:;:;:::
e
nee
you,
1mmy
·
:;:;:;:;
pollution I get mad. Certainly it is no
business of mine if other people
~e: i;~o=afa;r~=~ ·=f~l~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~;~~~~t~;t~~~~~~~~ttt;~;f;ftttti~~~~m~;~;~flt~~~J~~~;it;~t~~itff;{~;f}j~
smoke. I once smoked myself and I'm
back to a level of adequate or "nornot going to tell anybody else what to
mal" functioning? I believe while that expensive con~t ~ups cowa oe I Students will scrape up the bucks
do. I know how irritated I got when I To the Editor:
Recent reports that the Soviet aspect may be part of the function of worth the extra $2 or $3 for the sound \ somehow. Market research has found
used to be told about cancer and other
Union's wheat harvest will reach at such a facility, there are many studen- satisfaction derived from them. The tha! college students have an average
unappetizing things.
I also know that most smokers are least the previous high of 1974, and that ts on a college campus who may need attack in response to the suggestion .of fl to spend each week on entertain,.
just regular people like you and me harvests around the world are expec- tempor.ary guidance to determine the stops just short of being slanderous. ment: It doesn't take calculus to figure
who are reasonable and will cease and ted to be moderately successful, must direction of their- lives, but · need The more serious points are as how long it takes to save up for an $8.50
desist if you ask them to. But that is be seen in light of the fact that this will some~hing more than academic coun- follows:
,
1ticket. embarrassing to both parties. And do very little to rebuild the greatly seling about courses.
1. The suggestion that the supporter
I could go on, but I'm beginning to
I believe the Counselin~ Center of- of the idea was ribviously "a Fleet- allow my own bias on the subject to enbesides, I don't want to deny anyone depleted world of grain reserves. No
the right of smoking if (s )he wants to, one is in dariger of starving in Russia, fers programs and opportunities
wood Mac Groupie" needs no com- ter into this letter. For that I
I just wish that there was some way of Europe or the United States, but designed to help the ''normal" in- ment other than the sincere hope that apologize. To clarify and finalize, the
millions must starve each year in dividual grow emotionally along with an apology is forthcoming ..
keeping the smoke away fi:om me.
subject of my letter is not sound, but
Especially while I'm eating. For areas such as Bangladesh, Ethiopia his or her intellectual and physical
2. It was assumed that the first
communication. Unfortunately, it
and
India.
·
growth. Please consider what will be writer "considered Jeff Beck ...second seems the rebuttal in question had the
some perhaps tobacco smoke is just
the thing with ham & swiss. Not I · The surest way to increase grain lost in the name of cuttin~ costs if the rate" when there was no direct reverse priorities.
supplies in this country, so that the Counseling Center · is disbanded. We reference to Jeff Beck at all.
thank you.
Steve Schultz
Elsewhere in this country smoking United States can again lead the sltowd not nieasu:fe the value of a
3. There was reference to the need
is prohibited in many public places, humane effort of feeding those who are positive outlook on life, and the ability for more accurate information when in
restricted to certain designated, well- unable to· adequately feed .themselves, and desire to grow and function in a fact the original letter was based o n
ventilated areas. In some Midwestern is for Americans to cut consumption of fulfilling manner in monetary terms direct quotes by members of SCOPE
.
only.
states restaurants are required by law animal products.
in this paper. They stated that SCOPE
John F. Zellers felt that groups necessitating $8.50 To the Editor:
There is no justification for people to
to have Smoking and Non-Smoking '
When a speaker, a guest of the
consume, as Americans do, 45 per cent
ticket prices were unwarranted.
sections.
University of New Hampshire, is
Would it be too unreasonable to ask more protein than is recommended by
4. Throughout the rebuttal there
heckled to the point of not being heard.
that suc.h a system be tried at UNH? I the National Academy of Sciences.
exists the premise that the supporter
it is not merely a regrettable event. It
think that particularly in eating areas Excess protein cannot be stored, so is
attempted to make a direct correlation
is a tragic event. It is a disastrous
between ticket price ·and entertainit would be only fair ir those who do wasted. There is no justification for
event. It undermines the very founcould be segregated from those who ·feeding plant protein to animals and To The Editor:
ment quality when actually she cited
dation of a democracy. It makes the
I am concerned about the lack of the case of the expensive Bob Dylan
then eating those animals, in the
don't.
word "University" seem ridiculous.
I think that both Smokers and Non- process losing 90 per cent of the initial rationale used in the letters found in concert to make a point that price is
We have ways to express opinions
smokers would be happier with such protein as it is passed, needlessly, one this section of The New Hampshire. not related to quality. This means that
that differ that of a guest speaker
More and more I see letters that feign if the staff at SCOPE <excellent
- an arrangement. It is difficult for a more level on the food chain.
without trodding on free speech, one of
These are terrible wastes of rationality yet base their conclusions people, by the way) sees that a band
Smoker to enjoy his well-deserved
our priceless possessions. We ourcigarette if he knows that he is malting desperately needed food protein. By on massive assumptions. Then there coming to area gives everything it's
selves can exercise the right of free
changing your eating habits, this food are those letters which simply snub got for the price of admission, they
someone else uncomfortable.
would not be wasted but could be used logic altogether.
should attempt to sign them with little - spee~h!
It is also difficult for someone who
James Barrett
A case in point is the rebuttal to a regard for the dollar amount .of each
doesn't smoke to enjoy his lunch if he to feed millions more.
Professor
knows he has just put the person at the · If giving up animal products letter supporting the idea that more ticket. Value is the consideration.

h

Trustees

tt

Parietals

ft

.

r

Counseling

ft

Smoke

Waste

.
I

Free speech

Letters
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Leocha's views
LEOCHA
continued from page 2

by SCOPE

An Over 18 Audience
for

"Those

Seth Justman
767581

Bad Boys
From
Boston"

-- could be taken from these ad-

ministrative positions and given
ihe administration is not listening to the faculty." he said.
to the students or faculty.
He added, "If the teachers got
"The majority of students feel paid more, better teachers would
the calendar should be kept as it come here. It would ~lso help inis now," he said.
crease .academic standards."!
According to Leocha the ad- · Leocha said with the present
ministration has been resisting parking situation commuters are
. the organization of the AAUP not getting a fair deal.
of
"Commuters and faculty ·
: (American
Association
University Professors), chapter . should hav~ equal access to in.:.
at UNH. The Union would include terior lots. Currently, faculty and
pdessocs am faculty chair- administration have . priority
men. They would have a collec- over students for parking;
tive voice to bargain with the
Leocha said "stude~ts have'
administration in matters con- ·· learned" from the visitation
cerning University policy.
issue. "We've seen what little bit
At present, faculty members of trust there was has been shatmust
approach
the
ad- tered. It also shows how powerful
ministration singularly to discuss the administration is."
.
grievance matters. The adLeocha said, "The only thing
we can do is work through the
ministration has the final say.
Leocha said, "I agree. wi~ administration to get it passed."
collective bargaining between
"Again, I think collective
.faculty and admini::stro.tion."
b4rgaini11g will help :studeut:s :1y
He continued, ''The monetary decreasing the power of the adintake of the University has in- ministration."
creased a substantial amount but
Leocha said, we can learn
where is the money going? It's from the pass-fail issue by
not going to the '~.i It "looking more· closely before
$eems like its going to the ad- voting."
ministration or some other
:tie was refering to Student
University function."
Body President David FarLeocha said UNH ·1professors nham's remark that the student
are fifth in faculty wages in New senate was "mislead" last year
England whereas they used to be when it voted for pass-fail
first.
requirements be raised to a
"If the faculty did unionize it minimum grade of "C" for
wouldn't necessarilY. · mean an · passing. Farnham thought the.
increase in tuition," said Leocha. decision would affect only in"There are so many people at coming students in the Univer- .
_T-Hall it's ridiculous. Money sity.
-

ME,N'S A .N D WOMEN'S
HAIRSTYLISTS
Daniel Klein

& special guest stars.

REDKEN PRODUCTS
'M ON-SAT

ACE

10-5

Sunday, November 21
Field House

8 p.m.

Tickets at MUB

(soon)

$3.50

UNH students with valid ID

$5.50

all others with proof of age

for more information call 862-2195

no smoking or drinking

PUBLIC NOTICE
concerning J. Geils concert
The following policy applies to public concerts. At certain special designated
concerts (high intensity) only University students and persons 18 years of age
and older may attend. Any groups or ·individuals found in violation of this
poffcy shall be subject to University action and/or arrest.
The concert will be reviewed and classified to determine intensity on a scale
of Oto 10 - Oto 3.9 is low; 4 to 6.9 is moderate; and 7 to 10 is high - by a group
consisting of one representative at the pre-concert planning meeting.

At any concert rated 7 or above, only University students or individuals 18
years of age or older will be allowed to attend.

J. GEILS HAS BEEN RATED OVER 7
This is an x-rated ·concert

Thayer School of
Engineering
D_artmout"h College
-Recruiting for master and
doctoral candidates in the following
areas: -biomedical engineering
-electronics materals _
-environmental engineering
-fluid mechanics and
thermal sciences
-public systems analysis
-radio physics & 's pace
sciences
Fellowships and research assistantships available. Interviews from 10
a.m.-3 p.m. on Monday, Nov. 8,
Career Planning & Placement Office,
Huddleston Hall.

• • """ s
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Prints, paintings and sculpture grace galleries
By Elizabeth Grimm
plodes a bright color on the canThe maroon and white glossy vas. "Enigmatic Still Live" (apposters haven't been mounted tly titled) uses electric blues and
properly on some of the billletin aquas.
Particularly intriguing are two
boards around campus. They
were designed to be enjoyed as 3- narrative
paintings
titled
D posters, but not everyone could . "Susanna is Seen by the Elders"
figure out the accordion pleats. It and ''The Elders Confess their
doesn) matter too much, though, J;>esire for Susanna". Zabarsky
because the most important thing plans to complete the story with
is what they announce: three new two more painting currently
exhibits in the University Art being planned.
Galleries.
Gallery director Susan Faxon
Upstairs in he Carter Gallery is speakes excitedly about Michael
the "Faculty Review" displaying Mcconnel. "He is interested in
recent work by -Prof. Melvin ,olids and voids. and their inZabarsky and Asst. Prof. Michael teractions. He is an absolutely
P. McConnell. Zabarsky is a )erfect craftsman - every single
professor of painting and has aspect has been worked out
been at UNH since 1969. McCon- regardi~g the interplay of light
nell was hired this year and is a Jn the forms."
sculptor. ·
McConnell seems equally at
"I_want to invoke a piece of the ease
with
brass,
bronze,
world'e roality," says Zaba.rsky" aluminum or :5tccl. "Model fol' a
about his dozen oils on canvas. Monument, no. 2" is comprised of
"More extraordinary and sump- · a rectangle balanced on two
tuous than lite perhaps, but a cubes which are balanced on
piece of our world most another rectangle. The polished
assuredly.''
brass sculpture reminds one of a
Sharon Sass, who received her David Smith sculpture cast in
B.F .A. from UNH last May, was miniaturei
viewing the paintings on opening
McConnell's ideas literally
night. "I think this show is come from all over the world.
beautiful,'' she commented. ''His The multi-colored bronze "detail
sense of color and the way he puts· of the Fortifications at Sacon the oils are phenomenal. The sahuman, 1450 A.D." was
thickness and richness of the modeled after a site in Cuzco,
paint i~ incredibly skillful. At fir- Peru. McConnell has transforst when I saw the still lifes I med an ancient object into an en:thought they were weird but if tirely contemporary sculpture
you're not painting a picture of a for his contemporary audience.
whole person then why not paint
A grant from the Alumni Fund
just teeth?"
has enable. UNH to purchase
. Zabarsky explores a variety of several
nineteenth-century
subject. He ofte!_l .blends many Japanese prints. The first
dark tones ~gether and then ex- . acquisitions were shown last year

Omf of Professor Melvin Zabar!ky's pain ings
Galleries exhibit...
and this year the Scudder Gallery
is exhibiting the 36 most recent
prints.
The traditional "cartoon-style"
technique of design pleased the
eye of Diane Orzel, a sophomore
majoring in art. "You get a 3-D
effect buf 1t isn't really worked
on. They don't use shading but it
works," ~e said. ~
Ins fascinating to peek ifito the
lifestyle of Ute nineteenth-

.
pre-view

A Japanese Print•••

.

·And what will Saturday Night b~ like without Chevy
Chase? You can't find out this week. Ha, ha, don't you wish
?
we'd shut up about

·
century Japanese praying in
The three diverse exhibits will
ritualized ceremonies, at war, run until December 16. The
work or play. The prints are Galleries are open Monday
exquisitely intricate and the . through Thursday lo-4, Saturday
colors magnificently exploit tbe and Sunday 1-5. Closed Fridays
rainbow
and Universit holidays.
--+...--.....,.-,...

And Michael McConnell's Model /<it a Monument. <Nick Novick
photos>
'

From Here to Eternity, with Burt Lancaster and Frank
Sinatra. Ch. 7 at 11:30.
Jim Brown and 'Rocky' Welch in 100 Rifles. Could this be a
story about big_guns7 Ch. 4 a·t 1.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBERS

Two more movies you might want to check out. The
Hangman, Channel 7 at 1:30,_ and If Winter Comes,
Channel 5at1:45.

Rock and roll with Cap'n Moon in the MUB PUB. Tonight
and tomorrow.

The Gumball Rally is playing at the Franklin tonight and
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 7

and tomorrow. 6:30 and 8:30. Bleah.

Snoopy, Come Home is on Channel 7 at 8.

Rick Bean is in the MUB PUB, where else7

Della-Reese and Chuck Connors star in Nightmare in
Badham County. Story about two women in pnson. Ch. 9
at9.
'

Tonight and tomorrow Woodstock is playing at the
Franklin, 6:00 and 9: 10. A lo~ one.

Also at 9, but on Channel 5 is Guess who's Coming to
Dinner, with Tracy, Hepburn and Poitier. Yeah!
Woody Allen in Play it Again, Sam! Ch. 7 at 9:30.

Clark Gable and Vivien Leigh
star in Gone With the Wind, Sunday and Monday at 8 on Channel

21 Hours at Munich, a documentary of the kidnapping, by
Arab terrorists, of Israeli atheletes at the Munich
Olympics. ~hannels 5 a~d 9 at 9.
Clark GaSle in Manhattan Melodrama. Ch. 5at11:35.

4.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER6

MONDAY, NOVEMBERS

The Day of the Dolphin, with George C. Scott. Do you

The conclusion of Gone With the Wind (Guess what7Part1
is on Sunday at 81) is on f:hannel 4 at 8 .

think they like peanuts? Ch.. 4 at 9.
....

Clark Gable in The Hucksters. Ch. 5 at 11:30.

Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice is on Ch~nel 7at11:30.

I Mt NtW MAMt':tMIKt tKIUAT NUVtMDtK 0, 1Y/O
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Solaris Dance Company sings, sways ••• and swoons
in which to categoriz~ .them- '" next tQ this group. Unfortunately
selves.
· ·
the · performan~e Wednesday
Solaris. No, not that Russian
The performers(as they will be night in the Granite State Room
Movie. This one is a group of per- called since they are not really was on a makeshift stage which
formers from New York who · dancers or actors) combine creaked and groaned with prachave made their.-0.wn.class of ex- visual and vocal expression. .
tically every step, creating a
perimental dance-theater-music
Avant-garde theater is baroque distraction in a show that could ill
afford it.
Fortunately the program explained the pieces. Otherwise this
inexplicable and often confusing
approach to art would have been
utterly unbearable. ·
"Cerberis/ Another Face of
God" brought performer Henry
Smith strutting and struggling
with the space around him. The
program said this piec¢.combines
"elements,
of
tr adition'a l
Japanese theater arid martial arts with the fruits of Western experimental dance research~ t• Pits
may be a more accurate word
than fruits in this case.
It is billed as. a study of life's
cycles and preparation for death.
By Marion Gordon

~---

·Hestaes

uanclu~

smm1

c.Jell~llt~ll.

wailing, and most appropriately,
snoring.
Set to an electronic score by
Yannis Xenakis, 'choreography
combined some unidentifiable
elements.of modern dance with a
choice soirlersault or two. '
The text by Nietzsche, spoken
by Smith, blended rhythmically >;:
with his breathing and moving,
and the gestures of a Samurai
swordsman, Harvy Konigsberg.
"This-life, you will have to live
it again and again ... times without .,
number ... Do you want this again
and again, again and again'?' ~
NO !
"Crimson King" used the same
techniques at even greater
length. Inspired by Le Coeur
d'Amours Esvris by King Rene
of Anjou, the piece depicts the ad~
ventures of the paladin Coeur
"whose se:;irc.h . for the; tr.ue~
meaning.of l~ve" leads to:a series
of encounters with Jealousy,

wram;

or~~d

C:friu Mdd11c1tp1y -

his audience · ·. with la ugh ter ~ only Boredoin is absent.
: ''.. :"

~' ·:

'=-~.....

·

M,e_{lnt

-.to... be . intensely
it broµght uncom\fortable laughter from the
'audience in the wrong places.
' performers relieq heavily on
words to lend form to· an otherwise hectic arrangement. Compounding the problem, most of
the words were in French. This
crossbreed between theater and
danee _bred a strange mutation.
Their efforts to combine and
synthesize led tQ too much· going
OD· at the . same time. An
allegpricalpiece,Hke this requires
more focus and less diffuse and
ri9n~descript .movement.
Ultimately this piece overindulged itself trying to explore
more ahd more ways of being different.
provocative~.

Expel-irn,ental performers.Jike
Sola,ris are i~porta:nt and
necessary' bqt_ somehOw they will
h~ve lo b.ecome c1nore accessible

aJ~~ iute,I~i~~b~~: tli th~ pub~i,.: tu .be

trUlv
effective
as artist$
.. ·
0;; . ,_ '
- ' ;.":..: . ,
' .' - . ' . . "' -..
1 •

~-

-.~..

~

(Nick Novick photos)

The Normandy Beauty Salon
14 6th St.

Dover

proudly presents

j@

MR. DAVID VAUGHN
Pennsylvania's Most Accomplished

Hairstylist
Mr. Da\id's Credentials:
Degree in English Precision Cutting
with Glemby International
2 Degrees in Advanced Haircutting with
Coiffure Creation Academy, Pittsburgh
Degree in Advanced Hair Coloring with
Roux Laboratories, Jacksomille, Fla.
:\lanager of Britt's Beaufy Salon
Williamsport, Pa.
2 Years Styles Director for Langlois
Enterprises, Inc. and normandy Corp. (current)
:\Ir. Da\id's Hours:
:\londav, Tuesdav, Wednesdav
Friday "and Satur"day
·

SNEAKY
PETE'S
SALOON

1973
1973
1974

-12 to8p.m.
9to5p.m.

NOVEMBER:
6-SHORTY HILL
8-DOUG BENNETT &
BRUCE LAWSON
9-SHORTY HILL
15-BOOTH & WHYTE
22 & 23-BILL MORRISSEY
27 & 28-PAULMacNEIL
29 & 30-SHORTY HILL
DECEMBER:
659-6363
1 & 7-PAULMacNEIL
28 VARIETIES OF DOMESTIC & IMPORTED BEER & ALE

MAIN ST.

NEWMARKET

I
1lfll1
:::::~:

I

I

I

*
~
"f"'"

*
~

·._il.,~

.•

ON SALE FOR ONLY

~
~

s7.79

-tc

LIST $12.98

SALEENDSSAT.NOV.6

~

~

m
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comics

Trustees
TRUSTEES
continued from page 4

On Campus

prec1ated this. Debora}J Child has
established a good relationship.''
Today's students are ·very
bright and able according to
Ramsay and "more sophisticated
as to the ways of the world than
we were." She said she feels the
student governance systems .on
the campuses are an excellent
way for students to i;(et involved
and they should use the opportunity because it is available to
theni.
.
"I was quite surprised when
the issue of parietals surfaced as
a problem," said Ramsay. "A
few years ago we talked about it
in informal meetings with the
board arid students, both at
Plymouth and at Dtirham, and
we said that it wouldn't be a good

By

~oh

Finegold

&~'i~&RooTSl'li.J
Q.~i ~ ~ Ullh 01t
~.II aHloly
1:)0
•.

.
.

•.

I

•

•

.

.
•

'

.
•

~

c...

•'i 110.sTorHJ, 1:Sr,

.

2S ·•4>--t... •M. 1:30

. .1.

,_ CONN.

--t

1:30

q M/\1~1t

\

(ttOf'lG01'1•&o) I:~
t6 •• (l"Ah..I _._ 1:30

-

tl "' .,....... t . .i-t .. 1:10
:> ~1-.i •• ~

·,.•·"£•

r:~o

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau ·

idea.'~

Ramsay is personally concerned with two areas of visitation:
she said she is worried about

security if 24-hour visitation
would be established and doesn't
think "we could handle it." She is
also concerned about the issue of
privacy and feels that th consideration of others will be
severely overlooked.
Ramsay's main interest is
educational policy. She said she
feels the colleges should offer
programs. which are currently
needed b11t realizes that it is often difficult to instigate,
especially with the current financial problems. "I am concerned
about the question, 'Can the
campuses shift their concerns
and still maintain quality standard$?"
"I feel that Chancellor Poulton
will be carrying an enormous
burden financially. He must give
the best case he can for the
System to the legislature.·
Hopefully, the legislature can increase support.
"On the whole the legislature
has given what tney can. It's just
a matter of havin_g too little
money to allocate to the University System."

'l'ANI{ MCNAMAJIA

by Jeff Millar & Bill Hind!;
~17 Pr(IDI; I~ WORJU
T~AtJ G~ .

MC>Rf;

~~ MIL.LIOtJ.

Head
. Hunters
x

868-2016

{:
.·:·

Wednesday
Thursday

contact Margie Shuer
Women's Athletic Dept •
862-1822

•••••

Friday & Saturday

November 5 & 6
6:30&8:30

and

Michael Sarrazin in
"THE GUMBALL RALLY"

Friday

Sunday & Monday

nights

November 7 & W
6:00& 9:10

Joan Baez

Arlo Guthrie

Ji mi Hendrix

"WOODSTOCK"

'til 7 p.m.

RESEARCH
PAPERS

PHOTOGRAPHERS NEEDED

:·:

ASIA
CHINESE &
POLYNESIAN RESTAURANT

- r----------------------------1

Thousands On File
Profession a I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Young's Restaurant
& Coffee Shop

Real Chinese Food
at a Reasonable Price

Breakfast-Lunch-Dinner
-

The Pleasant Place to Dine Anytime

HOURS: Monday 4:30 PM- 9:.00 PM

Tues. Thurs 11: 30 AM. 9:00 PM

Researchers
2910Dumbarton St.,N.W.

Washington, D.<;.20007
(202) 333-0201

10o/o off any meal check

over$~

Friday & Saturday • 11: 30

-~M

· 1: 30 AM

Sunday -1:30 PM· 8:30 PM

with this ad
48 Third St., Dover

(Mon., Nov. 8 through Fri., Nov. 12)
----------------------------~

742-0040
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Counseling controversy
continues to grow

WOOQYALLEN
America's Most Unlikely Hero

"THE

FRONT''

mitted to Stevens by Nov. 24. Now
Stevens · and Mott say the
preliminary da !e has been
moved upto Dec. 10.

COUNSELING
, continued from page 1

the committee which was appointed by Stevens and UNH
President Eugene Mills to
examine the merit of the
proposal.
Also on the committee are Dr.
Charles Howarth, medical director of Hood House and Dr.
Thomas DuBois, acting director
of the Counseling and Testing
Center. There are no students on
the committee.

The New Hampshire
needs niore
photographers
Sports, Arts and News

Mott

rcluoco

to

comment

publicly on just what the committee is doing. He says he does "not
know what the committee will
recommend at this time" and
that it would be "inappropriate"
to speculate.
"The vice provost doesn't want
to implement the proposal until
he has the approval and advice of
the c~mmittee, '' said Mott.
Originally the committee's
recommendation was to be sub-

Come to room 151 MUB

Dec. 10 is · awfully close to
finals a time when both students
and ' faculty are occupied
elsewhere. Given this timetable it
would be no surprise if students
returned next semester greeted
with a decision by the Office of
Student Affairs to accept the
proposal which was made during
January while students were all·
skiing or in Bermuda.
Stcvcni:t ei:ttimatci:t a "tentative

savings" of $60,000 in the mental
health care budget should the
new proposal be adopted.
This notion seems much like
robbing Peter ~o pay Paul with no
appreciable benefit:
Even if $60,000 is saved, how
will it suddenly gain interest and
grow to cover the estimated
p70,000 to $100,000 needed for improvements at Hood Hous~?

In nieniory
of
Walter .young,

WEEKS
Family· Restaurant

"I cannot say much now ,

OPEN
FOR

about that which fills my

BREAKFAST

heart and sou·l ."

~----classified
for sale
F(JR SALE-Ski package for beginning woman
skier. N!Jrthland skis 1 170 cm. H~1k~r Huckle
boots size 6. Also mcludes bmdmgs and
poles. All in good condition. $75. Call 86823:>5. 11/12. - - - - - - .
'65 :\lustang - old and a little wrinkled, but
very reliafile tra nsportation. Inspected. 6
automatic. Paul 659-3261.11/12
Prepare for the 1-o-n-g winter. Wa rm, used
quality clot~ing for sa,ie at reasonable
prices. St. George's Thrift Shop , Durham ..
Sale hours : Tuesday (sales onlyl 7-9 p.m.
Thursdays--10-3: 45. 11 /23

For Sale : CQ.Ppi racing frameset, 58 cm.
Columbus DB tubing throughout, cut out
Bottombracket Italian slop forkcrown, campy dropouts. An excellenf road frame, 101/2
bottombracket. Asking $175 or best offer . .
Call Randy 742-4339. 11/23
Mondia special frameset 24" (60 cm) frame
with Campagnolo headset, bottom bracket
and dropouts. Reynolds 531 DB tubing
throughout an excellent touring frame.
Asking $160 or best offer. Call Steve 868-7088.
11/23
For Sale : Male a"nd female siamese seal
point kittens. Parents available for inspec·
fion. They are 6'12 weeks old. If interes1ed,
call 436-5203 after 6 p.m. Mon.-Fri. anytime
Saturday or Sunday . 11/9

For Sale - BSR 2520 W turntable. Very good
condition $30. Call 868-5642 a t anytime.

TO READ AS

For Sale: Mexican sweater coat. Oark
brown with wJiite and gray detail. Women's
size small $25. CaU K1m'74Z--0560.11/12 ·

FOLLOWS:----------~---------

Down bags: one 2lb. fill Moor & Mountain 3
season w1tn No. 10 ziooer. slant baffles, 6 inf.Ch. loft, good to 15°. Cost $87.00 new, sell for$!».
One 1.25 lb. Fill EMS summer, 41h incn Iott,
good to 35 degrees. Cost $59 new, selling for
$45. Make super winter combo together,
good to -20 degrees. Both in excellent condition. Call 659-2635. 11/19
1967 Ford station wagon. Good engine with
56,000 miles. Radial tires, new bralies much
body rot. Asking $150. Call Nancy Rm. 3, 21598 or 868-9725. 11I12
Must sell: 1969 VW Bug. 9,000 miles rebuilt
engine, new paint 4 gooa tires and snows included, sun roof "heat words". $900 OBO at
21 Schoolhouse Ln., Durham or call 868-2583
11/23

f>l .EASF. PR INT

MUST

B~

PREPAID

FIRST INSERTIOI'\; $1.00 for 30 words or less; S.&O for each 15 words extra.
EACH CQNSf:<;t;TJVE INSF.RT!ON: ·$.25

Maxamim number of runs: ·6.

Trltphonf' numbe1 s and d1tei; count as ont word~ hyphenated words cwnt as Lwo.

Amt. encl. :

For Sale: 1969 Dodge Charger, 440 Magnum,
automatic, P.S., P :B.,;_70,000, studded snows
runs great, body.neeas some work, $700. Cal1
Henry at 868-5207. 11/16
-.
For Sale: Rossignol Skl Boots. Brand
new· only worn once. Size 9 (size 7 1/2-8
women's shoeJ. Must sell! Were $90. Now
$45. Call Jane 2-1739. Rm. 323. Eves. H/12
FM reception is virtually perfect with the
new FINCO FM-WT window mount antenna.
Clamps to the frame outside the window.
Just $25. See and hear it at AUDIOPHILE
STUDIOS,· Rte. I, North Hampton. 964-5661.

11/5

Mist.abs on our part merit one additional run.

rO RUN

TIMES.

Ml:ke'chttksp_ayabte to: Ttie New Hampshire, Rm. l~l~. Memorial Unititi.

was not serving as many needs as
staff working at the Center
claimed. ·
According to .Acting Director
Thomas DuBois, "Cimbolic's
problems with the staff were well
known.''
DuBois said some staff members began grievance procedures
against. Cimbolic last year for
making decisions they thought
were unethical. ·Among those
complaints were the limiting of
services to women after the
demotions of Brockelman and
Palmer last March 16 and reluctance to assume certain responsibilities they felt insufficiently
qualified for.
DuBois says he feels the committee is an independent body ..
"Our · recommendations don't
have to be accepted.'' he said.
Could it be that the decision to
act on the proposal to eliminate
the Center has already been
. made behind administrative
closed doors? Could the committee have been set up simply ·to
give professional approval to a
foregone conclusion? Hopefully
this is not the case.

adsi---.----

General Electric caruster vacuum cleaner BSR 20BPX Auto/Manual turntable. Exrebliilt motor· $30 U~f!d Frigidaire washer • cell~nt condition. With new Empire 2000E
Delux model - $30 - Call 742-2485 evenings.
cartridge. Everything under warranty.
11/12
. Great buy for only $55. Call 742-8654 between
4:30-7:30 evenings. 11/12
Surfboard and surfrack for sale. 'Surfboards
Australia' six foot board, excl. condition:
Guitar- Sunburst Gibson ES 345 stereo.
$65. 'Barrecrafter's ' aluminum rack, $15.
Humbucking pickups, stereo chord and harCall Mike, evenings at 868-2958. 11/9
dshell case. $385 also old Fender Deluxe,
tweed cover good shape $165- York, Maine
car deck - Roberts cassette deck, auto-eject,
207-363-2187. 11/16
FFW and RW. $25. 742-4180. 11/9
67 Volkswagon Sguareback : doesn't run but Must Sell - 1966 Plymouth Valiant. Engine
has potential and wants to get back on the excellent, good body1 needs paint. 4 new tires
and snows includea. $500 firm. See at 21
roa<f. $50. call 868-7491. 11/12
Schoolhouse Ln., Durham or call 868-2583.
Fender Jaguar guitar. Pre-CBS 0963) great 11/23
action, sounds mce. Get that jazz souna for
'66 Plymouth Valiant. Excellent mechanical
only $125. Call 868-749L 11/12
condition. Has been well-serviced but needs
inside fender repair. Great buy for someone
who can do own work. $100. 868-9828 or 8621664, Tom. 11/12 .

pre-paid class ad form

How beneficial would it be to
sacrifice the Center for needed
improvements else where, only to
find that those improvements are
unfeasible, too?
_:The proposal, though wellintent1oned, is ill-conceived. Most
students who seek help at the
Center are not "serious cases"
, which the proposed facilities at
Hood House would be designed to'
. handle.
One outreach counselor in each
of the residential areas is pitifully
insufficient even if only 25 percent of students in each area
desire help. That totals about 400
, people per counselor. ·
- Compounding the air of conflict
surrounding the Center is the
recent departure of former
Director Peter Cimbolic whose
report on the Center indicated it

For Sale - Azuki 25 inch 10-speed bicycle with
generator light, only 2 months old. Excellent
condition. Must sell, $95 or best offer. Call
Oscar at 868-2503. 11 / 5
1975 VW Rabbit custom four door . sedan
Radial tires, front disc brakes, blac k vin}'l
interior in excellent condition. Must Sell!
Call and let's talk further . Charlie 868-2288
anytime. 11 /5

For Sale: 1975 Winneabago RG 24 1000 mile_;;l
self contained, slee_ps 6, sparetire, AM/FM
cassette player TV & CB antenna, extra
Battery, frailer hitch, etc. Call after 5 p.m.,
772-6208. 11/19
For Sale: Skis Fischer RSL (200's) along
with marker 4 'bindings asking $100 or besl offer. Call after 5 p.m., 772-6208. 11/19
1971 MGB, British Racing Green, dual carbora tors, 28 MPG highway, four on ~he floo_r
asking $2100. Come to One Garrison Hd1
Manor in Dover. On Karivan, Dover A. See
Marc.11/9
For Sale: 1969 Toyota Corona Deluxe, new
exhaust system, six tires inc. 2 snow tires.
Good gas mileage but not pretty. $400 or best
offer. 742-0306. 11/16
Down parka; navy blue, Woolrich, men's
small/woman's large, excellent condition hardly worn. $35 or best offer. Call Debi T .
868-9834, room 503. 11/19
Twin bed size box spring, very good condition, $10. Call Carol nighfS, 659-2894. 11/5
For Sale - 1972 Vega, new tires, snow tires,
exhaust system, battery and shocks; needs
work. $325, call 9'26-3015. 11/5
For S-;;;_Ie - Stereo Components, 1 yr. old, 2EPI
M1crotowerls, and 2 Si'A 47 Watt :i;teeiever
with built in 2 to 4 channel synthesizer. $300
or best offer. Call Bill Jr. 868-7049. 11/5
SLIGHTLY USED RUBBERS. Size 165 BR
14 steel belted radial snow tires in excellent
condition. Get them before the white stuff
gets you! $49 for the pair. Call 868-'7220.
11/12
Must sell immediately : Two bedropm
Mobile home at 10 'lleepy H<~llow Mobile
Court in Newmarket/ $2,950. Call 659-2738 after six or 679-8876. 11 16 .
1975 .Kawasaki OHC 400 low mileage like
new, added sissy bar and luggage rack. 70
m.p.g. a steal at 1 g. Stop by ATO or call 862130Hor Tom. 11/5
,
Fender bass, Traynor Brai~, Marshall
"Loaded" Bass and PA cabmets. Also:
Shure and Electrovoice microphones, Fender Mustang guitar. Will sell or trade looking for PA brain. Call 659-2453 weekdays,
623-8998 weekends. 11/9
·
SKI-BOOTS-SKATES: New, used, many
sizes such names as Atom.ic, Hart, Head,
K2i Rossignol, Lange, Nordica, Munari. Ex-

cel ent onces, come and see for yourself.

Greg, Williamson 424, 868-9797 or 868-2285.
11/9
Stereo com~nents absolute lowest prices 75
major brands. All new, all guaranteed con-·
tact: Dennis Cauchon Cliristensen 222.
Phone 2-2317 or 868-9849. 11/5
1966 Tan VW bug, sunroof, rebuilt engine.
136,000 miles, gooa condition, $500 or best of'er. 742.-3143 after 5. 11/9
Used rental uniforms. All sizes and colors.
Shirts $1, pants $1.50. 868-7156. 11/5
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God leads Drollinger to AJA
By Andy Schachat
'Che 7-2 center graduated from
Ut;.LA last May and had to decide
between pro basketball and
Athletes in Action. He was picked
in the NBA draft by the Boston
Celtics .
"God led me to Athletes in Action," he explains of his choice,
"It wa~ not hard for me tomake
this decision."
Neither was · it hard for
Drollinger to convince hiS parents
and friends that he was doing
the right thing.
'
"Since I came to know Jesus
Christ, my parents did the
same," says Drollinger. "My
parents think what I'm doing is
good."
·
As for his friends, "My closest
friends advised me todo this," he
~~id.

While
attending
UCLA,
Drollinger spent three of his four
years learning from a coaching
legend John Wooden. Under
Wooden UCLA won 10 NCAA
championships in twelve years
from 1964 to 1975. Drollinger was
on two of those teams.
"Playing for:' John Woode11
was great," Drollinger says of his
former coach. "He had a great
impact on my life."
"Wooden really worked at
coaching and was successful for
three reasons: he stressed fundamentals, got the team to play

together and his wife played a · . This was the first time Athletes
major role in his life while he in Action ever played in
coached at UCLA."
Durham. Drollinger explains his
"Security doesn't lie in teams trip to UNH by saying,
monetary assets and basket- ''God called us to carry the
ball," Drollinger said in a recent message of Jesus Christ. It is
interview, "It is knowing God will very strategic that we come
here."
take care of you.'' ·
Drollinger feels he will stay
One wonders if Julius Erving
was thinking the same thing with Athletes in Action for five
when he signed for three million ;years and then join a seminary.
dollars to play pro basketball
What he won't be doing is
recently.
receiving thousands of dollars for
The team Drollinger plays for playing basketball and won't be
·seen doing after-shave commercials on TV.
But he wouldn't have it any
other way. "The tempation of
money isn't there," he says.
Ralph Drollinger is not your
typical athlete.
First of all he's a little bigger
than most and though his sport,
basketball, is a land of giants,
even he sticks out in a crowd.
But it is not his height, 7-2, that
makes Ralph Drollinger different
in todays sports world, it is his attitude towards what he is doing.
As a member of Athletes in AcRalph Drollinger
tion USA basketball team, which
is called the athletic ministry of beat UNH Tuesday night,
the Campus Crusade for Christ
Drollinger plays and lives by an
and there lS no aouot aoour me ethic that is rare to find. He is not
importance of Christ and God to interested in big contracts,
Drollinger.
money endorsements and the
'Tm doing what God wants me works.
to do," Drollinger says, "And I'm
willing to act on that."

Ralph Drollinger, the 7'2" center of Athletes in Action,
says Jesus Christ is a key factor in playing aggressively
and competitively. Drollinger led AIA in Tuesday·~ game
with 19 points. <Ed McGrath photo)

Mills names Jen ks
JENKS

Woinen's swimming

continued from page 20

The women's swimming team will host Vermont this afternoon
at 3:30 p.m. at Swasey Pool.

get quoted out of context. - It
restricts people," said Jenks.
"The press will not.be allowed
in for now. But I will bring that
question up before the Council on
Monday.
"I want an open relationship
with the press. All yiewpoints will_
be made to The NewHampshife."
In the earlier meetings, the
Council was informed of the
current state of affairs from the

· UNH volleyball
The volleyball team will host Northeastern and Boston College
tomorrow at 11 a.m. in New Hampshire Hall.

Stephen Jenks

three directors. It also became
familiar With the report of the
Athletic Commission.
The Council received an update
on facility requirements and the
state of repair of the building and
grounds.
"The athletic facilities are
heavily. scheduled and over
used," said Jenks, "We'll be addressing the problem and ~ry to
come up with the most equitable
standard.
''The Council will review all
athletic programs," said Jenks,
"not simply compliances with
,Title IX."

--------classified .ads-----For sale . 1963 Jeep CJ5 totally reconditioned. New Clutch, transmission, Roof,
Paint and Body. Front end and braker
redone. Color-Blue. Call 2-2401, ask for
Steve, 331 Christensen. 11/12
For Sale - Nikko 5010 Stero Receiver 20 watts
rms, with 2 Jensen Model II speakers. $200 or
best offer. Will consider selling separately.
Call Bob after 6 p.m. 749-3453. 11/9
Rust on your car repaired. Free estimates.
Fiberglass work done professionally at low
i=.t? ~~:· Call Dan at either 659-5125 or 664·

1

1Female senior wants own room in housP. nr Female roommate wanted to share a

apartment for second semester (preferably
on Karivan). Call Katrina, Room 360 868·
I 9750 or 2-2173. Leave your name &number if
I'm not in. 11/19
Need ride to Bethlehem, PA. or vicinity,
weekend of Nov. 11-14. Can leave We<lnesd.ay. Share driving & expenses. 868-9650.
Leave message with Karen. 11/9

beautiful house in the woods. Three other
girls. Locat~ 11,2 miles from campus onDurham P,oint road. $62.50 plus utilities.
·

lost and found

E~rienced mecha!lic. Tuneups, brakes,
. exhaust .:systems, ml chan!{e and_ minor
engme. work. 1 bave access o many parts
ana will guarantee my work. For appointment calf: 436·7176 after 6 p.m. U/16

·Found: Grell and white female kitten, ap·
prox. 2 mon hs old. Near Silver St., Dover.
Needs a good home. Call Kathleen McCormack 868-5000. Days. 11/8

services

RUBBERS. Excellent 165 BR 14 steel radial
snow tires. Don't ·wait for the white stuff!
Just $49 for the pair.· Call 868-7220. Keep
TypiTIB - 75~ per page. Previous secretarial
trying! 11/12
.
experience. Call 742-0142. 11/9 ·
For Sale - 1970 VW BEETLE registered. In- Young cat, missing from the area of A-lot.
spected. 35 miles/gallon. Only $600. See it.
brown and black with Tabby
Write: Sharon Pilliod, Star Route, North She's
markings, brown eyes, and very friendly. If
River Lake Barrington, N.H. 03825. 11/9
seen or lound please write MarJy, P .0. Box
Ha pry Birthday c. Steven. I hope you get
460
Durham.
1_1/_5.. wha you want - take a look around. 11/5.
1967 Olds .Cutlass Conv' PS, PB, Auto V~,
330, 2BBL, Electric top has some 1ooay
damage but is ins~cted & run dailb. Asking , Lost: Tan leather gloves in blue pinto car, R.S.: Nothing ventured, nothing gained.
going to Lee Traffic Circle 10!26 or on O.K.-Silver Moon s. 11 ; 12
~~ ~~consider any reasona le offer.
bridge. Please return. Call Devine Hall 8682
9703. T~anlt you, Jean Gilman. 11/19
·'!'.eddy Be~r, Happy Annivers!iry, t~o years
Anyone knowing a tire dealershif selling
Lost: Silver turquoise bracelet-sometimD: . smc,e we fu:st me1. My how lime fl!es when
Yokohama tires- please contac me af this
between Oct 15-. 22. Sentimental value. •·you re .h~vm fun. Remember the phone
number: 2-2098 and ask for hone K. I
Reward-no questions asked. Please return to calls, v1S1ts ~~d stereo. How about an ex~ra
despe!ately need to know. l 1l5
·r.esiie.. Smith_209· 2.1359·1115..
N~vember v1s1t because Heaven m~t be hke
.
this. Love - Chocolate Covered April Fool.
• ·• Lost: Red coral necklace on Tuesday 1'.>e-· -~ - 11/9
tween Ballard and Rosemary Ln. Streets in 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Durham. Sentimental vaJue only to owner. Jacunski's army: Congratulations! My only
Reward. Call 659-5575. 11/16.
advice to you is - stick with football instea<I
of singing. Good luck at U Mass. Julie. 11/5
Wanted: Taj Mahal ticket,__9:00 show. . LOST: Irish Setter, female;. small, skinny,
Party · Its the second anniversary of Rick
PLEASE contact Nancy Leoaron, Hetzel
red. Near Ham Smith 10121 p.m. <Thur- Bean working at the MUB PUB Club. So
Hall, Room 206. 2-1611.11/5
~).No collar/tags. Please call Ken- 659Wednesday November 10, Funlt and Bump
ni~ht its partv time. Dance contests. Door
Speakers: Does anyone have a pair of
Speakerlab speakers? I'm thinking of buying
Lost: one gray handknit sweater on Rt. 108 Prizes, two years worth. 11/9
tllem, but have never heard them. Call Nicll:
or Durham Point Road on Friday Oct. 29.
at868-9897.ll/12
Please call Annie 868-5429!! Reward:
homemade goody! 11/12
Garage Wanted within walkin-g distance
from campus. For compact car during the
Found on Friday night 10/29/76, small young
winter months or rest of school year. Call
tiger cat, sex uitknown, wearing collar. Ot>1368-~828 and ask for Carl. l1 /la
,.
.
viously well·loved. Area of Stoke on Garrison
Avenue. Call Sue or leave message at 862MEN-WOMEN: .JOBS ON SHIPS.
1427. 11/9.
American. Foreign. No experience r~uired.
Excellefirt>ay. Worldwide travel. Summer
job or career. Send $3.00 for information.
SEAFl\X, Dtpt. E-17. Box 2049, Port Angeles
Washington 98362. 11/21
Need a roommate? 1 or 2 males want to
Business from your home. Couples, students,
move off campus 2nd semester. Durham
professional and non-professional. No
area _preferred. If you might be able to help,
obligation nor investment. Second income
call Chri's 862-1658 or 868-9742. 11/12
opportunity. Mr. Grant 664-2494. 11/
Roommate needed 2nd semester. Dover-4
9
mi. from campus on Karivan Rte. $70-single
Make Money!! We want your COMIC room, heat included, share apt. w/2 other
BOOKS. Search your attics at home you girls. Call Jamie Days: 862-1485, Nights: 749may have dollars lying around getting dusty.
4915. 11/12
Will pay fair prices. Call 868-5716. Ask for
Mar~ Kneelana. 11/19.
Wanted: Female roommate to share expenof a 2 bedroom apt. Rent reasonable. Call
Wanted: Ride Between Lee Route 155 and ' ses
early mormngs·or evenings. 74Z·5388. 11/16
TJNH. Work hours 8-4:30. Call 659-2049. After
5p.m. 11/5
Apt. available for sublet now. 1 bdrm., liv.,
kil. $120/month. Nice place, done in pine
paneling. Call 659-2818. ll/2l
Female Roommate to share new house located
Serious, quiet female student seeks room in
private home near campus for immediate
5 miles from Durham. Country setting, 50
occupancy during the week only. Kitchen
acres, 2 fireRlaces. Own tra·nsporta11on.
priv. desired but not essential. Call Caroline
$75/IIl(>. inctu<Ies utilities. Phone 868-9620.
after 6 p.m. on weeknights. 692-4439. 11/9
11/9

personals

'fi.%

. help wanted

CUler G1rl-lookmg forward lo this weeken<I.
Don' burn the Oatmeal this time. Thanks for
last nite, I thinlt. Drink up. Yours All Ways.

11/5

IScotland, you're legal! Have a happy 4th. We
love ya and a!Ways will! Ken-Q for

everything. The 3Chipmunks.11/5

SWINGLES-Pajama party at Killer's apar·
tment on Wednesday: See you at Scorpio's
for a few pre·party pitchers. SSSLK. 11/5
Happy Birthday Jellybean-Quit pucking
around and en1oy your 19th year. Your
zodiac sign makes you an honorary member
of the place, so go tip a few. Don't forget the
.great times in Christensen but get psyched
for many more in our new homes. Love that
bathroom talk in 2nd stall. Many wishes for
love and happiness in future years and take
!care of that green thumb. Love always, B.B.
and TheBoop.11/5
"See Cheeeh and Chong at Brothers 4 in
Nashua. Sunday night at 5 & 9. Only $6.50,
Cheap! 11/5
Babes, only 51 more days. Hurry up. Love
Jim.11/5

--------------

'Monty-Hows the mountain! We hear the AA
is looking for you. We told them to look at.
·Scorpio's or T.K.E. for the Roche and tht
'DEE. - We're all good sisters. 11/5
;Margie, -what's up Doc? We're all good sisten.
11/5
.
Ellen: Don't you like breakfast? Or did you
shrink and decide not to grow? Walton can
do anything if he tries so let him find me and
we'll shrink and grow at the same time. I'm
not a boxer but I am James. 11/5
Another Guitarist seeks working musicians.
Have .(>layed bluegrass, country, folk. blues
& origmals for many years. Can a}so play
banjo, dobro and mean washtub bass-YorltMaine. 207-363-2187. 11/16
Odiorne Point. 11/5

Sue-Sue-, returning from Europe, better hide
your stash, save leftover eggplant. Say hi to
·Gary HartKe. Love, Cleavage"Kathy.11/5
Joanie C.-from AZ, Have you bad any
"Tuni" latelbo or are you waiting until the
~'Br1rs are . rn." We're all goOd sisters.
BEC. This is hon, so live it up. Remember
that "magic" ·:reniem~thisfriend ... <H.B.
BETH ED> I didn't lliink green wouJ<i
burn ... Dedra. 11/5
·
Steve R ... Don't you know when you've got a
covalent bond with element number 97.""Better take her before she goes ionic. 11/9.
Need five more students to. run intersession
tour to Germany & Austria - Berlin, Munich
Vienna, more! Academic credit possible :
$700. Contact Arndt. Murkland 11 soonest! 21218. 11/5
Ladiei> night every Thursday Old Farm Pub
,Locyiµ st. Dover 742-9808. 11/5.
.
.

.

-

.~

EUROPE76/77ABC STUDENT/ TEACHER
CHARTElt FLIGHTS -CHEAPEST WAY
TO
GO-ONE-WEEK
TO
ONE
YEAR-GLOBAL TRAVEL, 521 FIFTH
AVE. N.Y.10017
R,ELJABJ,.E
Visit Europe 26 days in January . 16 plus
days skiing at Zermatt, Verbier, Leysinl
Crosetes- Avoriaz, and Les Mosses. 'Yuorne
winecaves. Gruyere cheese factory, Bern.
Castle, casino gambling, fantastic food. Ski
lessons, lift tickets, excursions. hoteL<;._twc
meals a day, partie~. air fa.re; under $800.
' Contact Chris cnurch Strafford House -148
868-9818. College credit possible. 11/19

Maybe that roommate ISN'T

roommates

the right person to live with ••.
Find a new one for 2nd semester ;
I

in the classifieds ...

dwellings

come to room 151 in the MUB
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cat stats

Football Season stats
UNH

Team statistics

OPP

First downs........................
129
104
Total plays.........................
577
539
Yards rushing ............. ,. . . . . . . 1919
1326
Yards passing . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .
682
875
Total offense. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • 2601
2201
Passes attempted..................
117
160
Passes completed . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
54
60
Had intercepted....................
11
18
Fumbles/lost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46/21 36/20
Penalties/yds ..... : . . . . .. . . . • . . . . . . 51! 496 49/490
Punts/avg ......................... 54/33.8 54/34.8
Points . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
163
110
Rushing
Burnham ..................
LOehle ..... _ -·-----J ........
Cappa!fona ..........................
Buckley ... .........................
Hagen ........•.•.••..•....
Allen .................................
Iodice ........................
Pendry ....•......•........
Wholley ....................
Leavitt ..........
...........

jno.

yds.

TD

210
51
69
19
16
57
6
11
19

961

8

298
293
111

Passing ........ att. com. yds. TD.
39
484
Allen .......... 79
14
0
Wholley ........ 36
130
Burnham ...... 1
1
68
1
Capp;ldona •.... I
0
0
Receiving
Jarcy .......... : •..........
Wharff. ...•.........,•......
Pope ......... .' .............
Ouellette ...................
Burnham ..................
DiPietro ...........•...•...
Destefano ...... _..........
LOehle .....................
Buckley ................. .........
Moore···--················
Wholley.....................
_

no.
14
9
7
4
6
2
2
2

1
1

Punting
Leavitt . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
Seero... ....... ... . ...... .. . . . . .. . .
Langway .....•...•................

0
3
0

88

84
43
39
5
-3

•/•

7
3
0

49.4
38.9
100.0

0

121
103
51

11

00.0

18
12

w

'l
1
1

L
3

5
6
5

3
Massachusetts
2
New Hampshire
2
2
Maine
2
1
Rhode Island
1
2
Boston Univ.
2
1
Connecticut
ThiswePk;
Rhode Island at New Hampshire
Boston University at Connecticut
Northeastern at Maine
Massachusetts at Holy Cross
· Dartm'outh at Brown
Harvard at Pennsylvania
Princeton at Yale
Cornell at Columbia
Boston College at Miami (Fla.)

2

3
4
5
7

2
2

1

Lambert Cup
1. Delaware (5-2-1)
2. East Stoudsburg (7-0)
3. New Hampshire (6-2)
4. Lehigh (5-3)
5. Shippenburg (7-1)
6. Clarion St. (6-2)
7. Massachusetts (4-3)
8. Maine (5-3)
9. American International (5-2)
10. Edinboro St. (5-3)

Rushing
Burnham (NH).........
DiPietro (ME) . . . . . . . . .
Moser <RU.............
Giaquinto (Ct) .. ·-.....
Jessamy <Ma) . . . . . . . . .
Coleman <Ma) . . . . . . . . .
Strandberg (BU).......

1
2
0
0

Passing
- McNally <Ma) . . . . . .
Palmer (Ct) ........
Cosgrove <ME) .....
Lamboy <RI> . . . . . . .
Allen <NH> ...... : • .
Geiger <BU) . . .. . . . .

avg.
33.0
33.0
37.5

Scoring
Burnham (NH)........ ..
Dwnont (ME)..........
Leggett CME) . • . • .. • • . .
Checovich (NH) . . . . . . . .
Sinay (Ct)..............
Cummings ~Ma) . . .. . . .

0
0

2
3
5
4
5

PSC

score by halves
1 20TOTF
o 2 0 0 ~

UNH

0200-2

PSC2-l
Adolph Andrukonis <Brian Ernest> 25:29

TD

yds.
8

136

665
462

2
2

Bob Black (Kevin Dewhurst> 32:48

470

3
3
2
3

shots on goal - UNH 30, PSC 28
goalie saves· UNH 9, PSC 11

9'3
115
66

441
437
373

103
789

1~

yds.
228

TD

UNH2-2

corner kicks - UNH 6, PSC 3

18

358

4

211

1
0
1

208

TD EP FG ·Pts.
8
6

0
0

0

48

0

36

0

15
16
8
O

6
5
6
0

33

o

O
4

THE GOOSE DOWN PARKA
BY

rv~1

$55.00
(add $J.O lorhoodJ

The Sierra by Wodrich. A hip ·1ength coat
that's great for town, the slopes, or the
back country. One of seven styles of Prime
Goose Down clothing we offer. Shell of ripstop nylon. Come in soon and see why our
parkas are the best you can buy. Priced
from $37.50 for Kids to $75.00 for our warmest grown-up parka.

UNH loses in tourney

O

17
15
14

174

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

UNH 2 PSC 2·

no.

no.

Receiving

5
5
4
2
1
1
1

961

att. com. yds. int. TD •/•
145 75 1111 8
6 51.7
164 76 906 13
2 46.3
118 54 663 6
3 46.0
85 39 395 5
2 45.9
79 39 484 7
3 49.4
101 31 615 6
4 30.7

Spamn <RI) . . . . . . . . . . • .
Cummings <Ma).......
Gladchuk <Ma). . . . . . . . .
Hedgepath (Ct) . . . . . . . .
Jarry (NH) . . . . . . . . . . . .

Conneeticut
Rhode Island
Vermont
New Hampshire
Boston University
Massachusetts
Maine

PSCl-0
Brian Ernest <Brad Schmall) 1 :13
UNHl-1

TD.

43
46
73
6
5
4

no.
23

w

Individual statistics

int.

yds.
208

Yankee Conference
Soccer

Yankee Conference
Standings

31
26
24

The UNH field hockey team lost to Southern Connecticut 2-0
in the first round Qf the New England Regional Tournament.
The Wildcats were seeded second in the tournament. Southern
Connecticut was seeded tenth.
Both goals came in the first half even though UNH dominated
play. Southern Connecticut only put three shots on the UNH goal.
The Wildcat offense was frustrated by the SC goalie and by
their own ineptitude. . · .
"We dominated the play in the first half," said coach Jean
Rilling, "But we couldn't put the ball in the net."
The· Wildcats will play Dartmouth this morning in the consolation tournament.
yester~y

,MOOSE MOUNTAIN
Seas.o n Pass Special

College student
Day sknng only
Under 23 years old.
$76.00
Night passes
All ages
$ 76.00
Offer expires Nov. 22, 1976
Send this application with payments
,in full to:

Moose Mt. Ski Are.a
Mt. Road
Brookfi.eld, NH 0_3872
Name
Address
Zip _ _ _ _

MAIN STREET · DOWNTOWN DURHAM

1
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sports shorts
YC players of the week
Jeff Allen was selected the Yankee Conference player of the
week along with URI's Rich Moser.
Allen, a 6'2' ',204 pound junior, completed nine of twelve passes
for 113 yards and one touchdown in last week's win over West .
Chester.
Honorable mentions went to Sam Checovich and defensive'Bill
,Logue.
·
·

Volley hall team
hows to URI
, The UNH volleyball team lost
to Rhode Island in a 3-1 decision
yesterday in Kingston, R.I.
The Wildcats, not 5-4 on the
season, host Northeastern
University and Boston College in
a tri-match tomorrow at 11 :00
a.m. It will be their last match of
the year.
UNH was shut out in the first
.game, 0-15, and dropped· the
second 7-15.
They came back to take the
next game 15-5, but the Rams
wrapped it up with. a decisive
15-2 victory in the final game.
"Frankly, we're a different
team, everytime we take the
floor," said UNH Coach Laurel

Milos.
"Our defensive positioning was
not good," she continued, "and a
lot of our spikes went into the
net."
Milos cited Pat Casey's hitting
and Kim Ashton's serving as
highlights of the match.
One person on th~ Wildcats
squad who didn't have a chance
to play yesterday was Evan
Vosburg, who sprained her ankle
in the warmups and will be lost
for the season.
"They were a good team," said
Milos, "but we were just poor in
the first and fourth games. We
were adequate in the second and
third games."

You've got to look closely, but UNH's Bob Black (dark jersey) watches his tying goal sail by
and legs. (Ed ~cGrath photo) · _ .
·

~SC's Pete Simonini's outstretched arms

Black's goal ties Plymouth, 2-2
SOCCER
continued from page 20

UNH harriers lose
Crossan for year
By Lee Hunsaker

that the Harrier's other cocaptain, Dave Gelinas, might not
Co-captain Gary Crossan is out compete in the ICAAAAs to be
for the remainder of the cross- held on the 13th in New York
Cop4'.'_land expanded on this.
country season.
,
"It's a decision that we arrived
"It depends on Dave's perforat jointly." said Harrier coach mance basically.'' said Copeland.
John Copeland. 'We want to rest _ "Usually it goes that your perhim ( Crossan)for the track formance in the Yankee Conseason instead of beating him in- ference says if you go to the New
to the ground."
Englands and so on for the
The decision comes just before ICAAAA's."
the New England's to be held
That restriction however isn't
tomorrow at Franklin Park in rigidly enforced this year and
Boston.
Copeland hopes to take "as many
Crossan's ankle has been a as possible."
problem for mucn of the season.
Yet the chances of a good
At first it didn't seem to be showing at the New Englands or
serious but later the ankle began the ICAAAAs are doubtful.
to·show no signs of improvement.
Back when John Madden (for"They took X-rays last mer co-captain) was running for
week, "said Crossan "thinking UNH he finished 25th in the New
that it might be a possible frac- Englands and 102nd in the
ture but they found nothing."
ICAAAAs. The competition is
The actual injury turned up to tough.
be pulled muscles and ligaments.
The ICAAAAs include all
So instead of overworking schools north of Virginia and east
Crossan, Copeland decided to of Ohio inclusive. This includes
rest him for the upcoming winter powerhouses Villanova and
track season by keeping Crossan · Manhatten which Copeland
to a regiment of light running.
described as ''classically good
While being interviewed track schools-especially in long Crossan hinted at the possibility distance." ·

went in for Simonini as the PSC
goaltender.
Only 1: 13 into the half, Brian
Ernest took a pass from Brad
Schmall and converted it to a 1-0
Plymouth lead.
A lesser team might have
packed it in and played halfheartedly the rest of the way, but
we all know this is a good UNH
soccer squad. They . applied
pressure on the PSC defense
almost immediately.
Dave Teggart led Craig Smith
with a looping pass over the PSC
defense. Smith hit a hard bouncer
that was bobbled by Judd.
:Teggart's momentum carried
him right by the loose ball and the
prone goalie, allowing Judd time
to recover and grab it.

· Only moments later, Teggart . At 32: 48; they forced a corner
tied the game. Judd came out to kick, from which the tying goal
kick a rolling ball outside the developed. Scott Davis booted the
penalty area, and ended with the kick to the middle of the penalty
proverbial egg all over his face
area. Kevin Dewhurst got a foot
when he fanned on it completely, on it, and Bob Black pumped it
allowing Teggart an easy score · home. It was the fourth goal of
from less than one yard out. The the season for the leading Wildcat
-scorer ..:
goalcameat 14:05.
Teggart and Craig Smith were
What the tie does to Plymouth's
each sent in on breakaways, but playoff hopes will not be known
were caught from behind by the until other teams play their
quick Plymouth backs. Teggart schedules out. The Cats, meansuffered the worse, though, when while, have the satisfaction of
he injured his left leg when he knowing that they might have
was tackled. He returned later in slain the giant.
the game.
·
Tomorrow, UNH travels to
- But, with all this Wildcat Amherst for a 't: 00 encounter
pressure, PSC took the lead. with UMass, who are struggling
Adolph Andrukonis pushed the this year with a 1-4 Yankee Conscore by a diving Tuttle from the ference slate. The Wildcats stand
left of the net on a feed from Er- at 5-4-2, and are still ranked in the
top ten in New England at numnest at 25:29.
The Wildcats came right back. ber nine.

Loehle to return against URI
FOOTBALL
continued from page 20

thing we haven't done that well
defensively is stop the quick
opener to the fullback.
"Nobody has been able to go
outside on us, but we've had
trouble stopping the fullback as
we're not that big at the defensive
tackle position. We'll be working
on stopping Moser."
On defense, Bowes said the
Rams have some "very capable
personnel."
"Nobody has moved the football consistantly against them,"
he said. "This is one of the
strongest defenses we've faced~'

Bowes especially . noted the
Burnham has been held out of
play of defensive tackle Dick Bell practice this week by doctors due
(6-4,250),linebacker Bill Mc- to his injured ankles. He wiU
Cagney(6-1,208), and defensive practice today.
.
end Lee Holden ( 6-1,209).
Defensive back Frank Mucci
While the Rams have had their will be ready tomorrow following
share of injuries, there is good - the concussion he suffered last
news for the Wildcats in that week against West Chester. He
department.
will start in the UNH defensive
Running back Dave Loehle will back field along with Sean Mcreturn to the line up this week Donnell and Sam Checocich.
after having missed two games
However, linebacker Mike
with leg injury.
Marchese and flanker George
- "Daye has practiced this week Moore are questionable. Marand
looked
very,
very -chese hurt his leg tWo weeks ago
good, "Bowes -said. "He's not 100 at Northeastern and missed last
per cent, but he'll be playing, as · week's game. Moore pulled a
ham string in practice.
will Bill Burnham."

Drollinger scores 19

AIA drubs Wildcats, 108-66
By Andy Schachat
To put it simply, the University
of New Hampshire basketball
team was outclassed Tuesday
night.
Facing Athletes in Action, 1976
AAU champs, the Wildcats were
soundly beaten 108-66 before a
crowd of 1450 at Lundholm Gym
in Durham.
·

_UNH's Pete Laskaris drives past _AIA's Terry Larrew in
Tuesday night's game. The Wildcats lost to the AIA 108-66.
<Scott Spalding plioto)

AIA opened up a 27 point lead in
the first half by doing all the
things expected of a superior
team.; rebounding, defense, and
phenomenal shooting. The
visitors shot 62 per cent from the
· field in the first half.
Leading the way for AIA was
Ralph Drollinger from UCLA.
Drollinger led all scorers with 19
points and grabbed 12 rebounds,
also tops for the game. Still the 72 Californian was not pleased
with his performanc_e.
"I didn't play near my potential," Drollinger said_ after· the

game, "My timing was off and I
missed some close shots."
But one close shot that
Drollinger did not miss could be
considered somewhat historic.
With 6: 53 left in the first half,
Drollinger hit a dunk shot and
may have been the first player to
dunk a ball in a college basketball
game since the shot was reinstated in the college game earlier
this year.
Drollinger was not the only AIA
player to perform well. In rolling
up 108 points (have you ever seen
the one hundred digit used before
the
Lundholm
Gym
on
scoreboard?~ seven players
scored in double figures and
though the team's shooting
cooled off somewhat in the
second half, the final statistic
showed AIA with 56 per cent
shooting.
Leading the way for the Wildcats was Keith Dickson with 15
points, followed by freshmen Ken

Herbert (11), Brendan VanDeventeur (10), and co-capt.
Steve Singelais (10).
The game was close at the start
and with ten minutes gone AIA
led 20-14. But at that point starter
Peter Laskaris and Tom
Cavanaugh were in foul trouble
for UNH and had to sit out most of
the remains of the first half.
During the last ten minutes,
AIA went to work and led 58-31 at
intermission.
The second half continued that
way and Athletes in Action had
themselves a runaway victory.
"It was a great experience for
us," UNH head coach Gerry Friel
said afterwards, "We can only
learn from a game like this.'' .
So with lesson one last Tuesday
night for the UNH basketball
team, the team has one month of
studying before its opening test
against Boston College December 1st.
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Rams to test Cats
in YC showdown
By Mike Minigan
It's down to a two game season
for the UNH football team as the
remaining games will decide the
Yankee Conference champion.
This week, the Rams of Rhode
Island provide the competition at
Cowell Stadium(l :30 p.m.
kickoff), with Massachusetts
waiting in the wings next week in
Amherst.
But to get to that title
· showdown, the Cats must first get
by Rhode Island.
"Rhode Island has played a
couple of real good ball games,"
said UNH .coach Bill Bowes of the
2-4Rams.
''They dominated Maine, lost 3o to a very, very strong Brown
l.t:am cuu.l lust a clo:se game c.u

UNH's Bill Burnham (36) charges up the middle for four of his 107 yards in last Saturday's 2710 win at West Chester State. (Steve Morrison photo)

Icemen open exhibition season

the new·hampshire

·sports

Rhode Island
· at New Hampshire
Boston University
at Connecticut
Northeastern
at Maine

MassbylO

MassbylO

HCby6

Massby3

Mass by6

Br. by 1

Br. by4

Brby5

Dartby4

Brby7

Harvard
at Pennsylvania

Harv by 14

Harv by 7

Harv by 14

Harv bylO

Haro bylO

Princeton
at Yale

Yale by 13

Yale byB

Yale by 16

Yale by 7

Yale by3

Cornell
at Columbia

Col. by 7

Corn. by6

Corn. by2

Col. by6

Massachusetts
at Holy Cross
Dartmouth
at Brown

-

-

I

Last week
Season

BCbylD

BCbyJ

BC by 13

-

BCbyJ

Miami by3

~

9-2
55-16
.774

8-3
51-20
.718

9-2
49-22
.690

9-2
51-20
.718

8-3
50-21

.704

"There's a charter I'll expect
to try and fulfill," sald Jenks,
"There's lots of vested interests
to be balanced off.
"We'll take all viewpoints into
consideration when making
recommendations
to
the
president."
The Council has met three
times this year. The next meeting
is Monday, Nov. 8.
The meetings will be closed to
the public and press.
"I don't see the meetings being
open," said Jenks, "There will be
some controversial things
discussed.
"µuring deliberations people

JENKS, page 17

Soccer team ties
Plymouth, 2-2

Col. by.7

---

Boston College
at Miami (Fla)

Friday, November 5

Jenks to chair
Sports Council

...-i--morning line-

start at tallt>ack.

"Don't be surprised to see
UMa~s. And looking at those
ca·rrying
the
films, we feel they outplayed C-ra wford
ball, "Griffin said. "He's stepped
Massachusetts."
Meanwhile Rhode Island coach · in at practice and has done the
Bob Griffin said that his team is job."
But the key to the Ram offense_,
"going up tO UNH wifh the
thought . tbat we've got things Rich Moser is healthy and ready
to play.
back together.
The junior fullback has picked
"The breaks didn't go our way
at the end against Holy Cross last up 462 yards in 93 carries, inweek," he said. "So now we're cluding 172 yards last week
.
trying to get back a little faith in against Holy Cross.
"We expect Rhode Island to
ourselves."
' Griffin also said that UNH is run Moser right down our
"toughest team we'll be facing throats,"Bowes said. "The one
this year. And that includes
Brown.''
page
. .;..
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and Edgar together again. Burke and Powers on def~"""" on
Sophomore Bob Gould will be on the first unit.
On the second unit he planned
the other wing.
The second line tonight will on seniors Jim Harvie and Joe
have three of last year's fresh- Rando.
The other spots were up for
men. Frank Roy will center
8ruce Crowder and Terry
grabs between Bob Bain, Bob
Flanagan.
.
The third line will probably be Blood, Brad Holt, and Steve KinJon Fontas between Ralph Cox neally.
and Dave Lumley.
After finding out about J>owers,
The fourth line will have Peter Holt wasn't sure who was going to
Noonan centering Gary Burns play where. "It's going to change
and Paul Surdam.
a lot of things."
Holt had to shake up his defensive pairings Wednesday when
Holt has four goalies on the .
Paul PQwers came down with team. I'm not sure we'll keep
mononucleosis.
four,"
he said.
"(Dan)
The doctors told Powers he will Magnarelli and (Mark) Evans
be able to skate in a week if he look strong."
rests completely in that time
"We'll see how we skate and
span.
how we do the fundamentals,"
Early Wednesday afternoon · said Holt, "It'll just be good to see ,
Holt planned on having Tim someone else than ourselves."
By Ed McGrath
.
President Eugene Mills has
named Professor Stephen Jenks
as chairman of the UNH Sports
Council.
Jenks is an associate professor
in the Whittemore School. He is
Matt
Andy
Mike
Dan
Ed
one of five faculty represenVita
Schachat
Minigan
McGrath
Herlihy
tatives on the Council.
"I see my roll as making sure
I
all constituencies on campus get
NHby7
NHbylO
NHbylS
NHby7
NHbyB
a fair hearing with regards to
sports programs and athletics,"
Jenks said Wednesday afternoon.
The Council was established
this
past summer by Mills. -The
Conn
by3
Conn by4
BUby8
Connby12
BUby3
Commission
on
Athletic
Programs recommended the
establishment of such a council to
advise the president on athletics.
MEby6
MEby6
MEby9
MEby3
MEbylO

By Ed McGrath
The UNH hockey team opens
its exhibition season tonight
against Lowell University in
Snively Arena.
Tickets for the game are $1.50
and can be bought at the door.
Ganie time is seven p.m.
Two weeks ago, coach Charlie
Holt said he liked the looks of the
team.
.
"The team looks stronger,"
said Holt. "There's a noticeable
change in last year's freshman
group."
Holt attributed the strength of
the Wildcats to the loss of two
seniors and the returri of Bob
Miller.
Holt described as "excellent."
Two years ago Miller was
named ECAG Rookie of the year.
He centered the first line between
Jamie Hislop and Barry Edgar.
Toni~ht, Holt will have Miller

The Rams have been com°petitive this year in most of their
ball games, but have had trouble
putting points on the board.
Through six games, they have
scored only 50 points.
Meanwhile, in eight contests,
the Wildcats have scored 163.
"Rhode Island has run into
some tough injuries on offense, "Bowes said. "Their fine offensive tackle Jeff Williams has
been hurt, and they have had
trouble at tailback."
Indeed they have had trouble at
tailback, having gone through
three players at that position
already.
~
This week, freshman John
Crawford was activited and will

By Scott Severance
the sky looked pretty ominous
Before Wednesday's game from the start.
Plymouth State coach Gerd Lut- . The weather didn't dampen the
ter, said the PSC group "has a spirits of either team at all.
shot at the playoffs with a victory
In a very physical and
against UNH today P
emotional contest which saw
"We may be invited to the seven yellow card warnings
ECAC regionals or the NCAA (mostly for unsportsmanlike
Division 3 playoffs if we win conduct) and one ejection, the
today, hopefully by a . shut- Wildcats came up with the
out.
superior effort and earned a 2-2
"We've had seven consecutive double overtime tie.
shutouts coming into this game,
By the hall, however, it apand nine overall, which . ties a . peared coach Lutter's hopes for a ·
school record. We got off to a real shutout could be fulfilled. The
slow start, but we're 8-4-2 now.
score was 0-0.
"We've only allowed eight
The Cat forwards passed well
goals all year, and we've lost all day, and got the better of the
twice by 1-0 scores. This is our scoring chances in the hall. Craig
last game of the season, and a Smith, Mike Cloutier, Paul Koch,
win over UNH would look real and Bob Black came close on
impressive for us."
good open bids. But like a good
The Wildcats, on the other bouncer in your favorite pub,
h~nd, had nothing to lose and only
PSC goalie Pete Simonini turned
their pride and spirit to maintain. them all away.
They had been shoved from
Gordon Tuttle replaced Bruce
playoff contention in the 2-0 loss Reidell in the Cat nets at the start
t() URI last week.
of the second half, and Steve Judd
This game was a make-up of a
previously rained out affair, and SOCCER, page 19

